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Abstract

Driven by increasedlevels of device integration and complexity, togetherwith higher

devicespeed,powerdissipationhasbecomeacrucialdesignconcern,limiting thenumber

of devicesthatcanbeput on a chip anddramaticallyaffectingthepackagingandcooling

costs of ICs.

The researchpresentedin this thesisfocuseson power analysisof digital circuits

which is an indispensablecomponent of any power optimization and synthesis

environment.Themathematicalfoundationsof this work arederivedfrom theprobability

andinformationtheoriesandprovide a comprehensive solutionfor theproblemof power

estimation at different levels of abstraction.

Basedon the conceptof stochasticsequentialmachine,we presentan effective

techniquefor compactinga long sequenceof input vectorsinto a much shorter input

sequencesoasto reducethecircuit or gatelevel simulationtime by ordersof magnitude

while maintainingtheaccuracy of power estimates.In practice,compactionratiosof 1-3

orders of magnitude can be obtained without much loss in accuracy (6% on average).

At a higherlevel of designabstraction,we describea techniqueto estimatethepower

consumptionin digital circuitsbasedon two abstractmeasures:entropyandinformational

energy.A majoradvantageof this techniqueis that it is not simulation-basedandthusis

extremely fast, yet it produces accurate power estimates (i.e., 10% error on average).

Finally, we investigate the effect of finite-orderstatisticsof the input streamon the

finite-statemachinebehavior. Formally, weprovethatassumingtemporalindependenceor

evenusingfirst-ordertemporalmodelsfor theinput streamis insufficient andmayinduce

significant inaccuracies.Experimentalresultsshow that, if the order of the sourceis
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underestimated,the steady-stateprobabilitiescan be off by more than 100% from the

correct ones, thus affecting the accuracy of power estimates.

The results presentedin this thesis representa significant step towards a better

understandingof the behavior of digital circuits from a probabilisticpoint of view. They

are applicableto not only power estimation,but also other areaswhere probabilistic

modeling is appropriate.
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1.1  Basic issues in power estimation

In thepastthemajorconcernsof theVLSI designerswerearea,speed,cost,andreliability.

In recent years, however, this has changedand, increasingly, power is being given

comparableweight to areaand speed.This is mainly due to the remarkablesuccessof

personalcomputingdevicesandwirelesscommunicationssystemswhich demandhigh-

speedcomputationandcomplex functionalitywith low power consumption.For this type

of applications,themainconcernis theaveragepowerconsumptionand,consequently, the

needfor prolongingthe battery life. In addition, power is becominga more important

issuefor high-endproducts(microprocessors)which requirecostlypackagingandcooling

devices.Finally, thereis the issueof reliability. High power systemstendto run hot and

high temperaturetendsto exacerbatefailuremechanismsin silicon.Thus,thereis awhole

rangeof applicationsthatwill benefitfrom techniquesandmechanismsof reducingpower

consumption.Because“one cannotoptimize what he cannotanalyze,” power analysis

tools which give accurate power estimates are extremely important.

Powerdissipationin CMOScircuitscomesfrom threesources:leakagecurrentswhich

includethereverse-biasedjunctionandsubthresholdcurrents,short-circuitcurrentswhich

flow dueto theDC pathbetweenthesupplyrails duringoutputtransitions,andcapacitive

switchingcurrentswhich areresponsiblefor charginganddischargingof capacitiveloads

during logic transitions.In well-designedcircuitswith relativelyhigh thresholdvoltages,

the first two sourcesarevery small comparedto the last one.Therefore,to estimatethe

total power consumptionof a module (in a gate level implementation),we may only
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account for the capacitive switching currents, yet achieve sufficient levels of accuracy

[62]:

(1.1)

where fclk is the clock frequency, VDD is the supply voltage, Cn and swn are the capacitive

load and the average switching activity of gate n, respectively (the summation is

performed over all gates in the circuit). As we can see, in this formulation the average

switching activity per node is a key factor, and therefore its correct calculation is essential

for accurate power estimation. Note that for the same implementation of a module,

different input sequences may give rise to different switching activities at the circuit

inputs and at the outputs of internal gates and consequently, completely different power

values.

Circuit and gate level power estimation techniques roughly fall in two categories:

simulative and nonsimulative. General simulation techniques can provide sufficient

accuracy, but the computational cost is too high. On the other hand, probabilistic

techniques are faster, but their accuracy is limited. Despite the efforts directed in both

directions, the performance gap between simulative and probabilistic approaches has

remained basically the same during the last few years [51].

A major concern in probabilistic power estimation approaches is the ability to account

for internal dependencies due to the reconvergent fan-out in the circuit. This problem,

which we will refer to as ‘the circuit problem’, is by no means trivial. Indeed, a whole set

of solutions have been proposed, ranging from approaches which build the global OBDDs

Pavg

f clk
2

----------- VDD
2

Cn swn⋅( )
n
∑⋅ ⋅=
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[14][53] and therefore capture all internal dependencies, to efficient techniques which

partially account for dependencies in an incremental manner [41][59][22][7]. Recently,

some authors [43][35] have pointed out the importance of correlations not only inside the

target circuit, but also at the circuit inputs. If one ignores these correlations, the power

estimation results can be seriously impaired. We will refer to this as ‘the input problem’

which is important not only in power estimation, but also in power minimization.

At higher levels, designers are becoming more and more interested in register-transfer

level (RTL) modules (adders, multipliers, registers, multiplexers) and strategies to put

them together to build complex digital systems. Power minimization in digital systems is

not an exception to this trend. Having as soon as possible in the design cycle an estimate

of power consumption can save significant redesign efforts or even completely change

the entire design architecture. At this level of abstraction, fidelity is more important than

accuracy, that is, relative evaluation of different designs in terms of their power

dissipation is often sufficient.

Higher levels of abstraction have been considered in power estimation of digital

circuits, but here many problems are still pending a satisfactory solution. Most of the high

level prediction tools combine deterministic analysis with profiling and simulation in

order to address data dependencies. Important statistics include the number of

instructions of a given type, the number of bus, register and memory accesses and the

number of I/O operations executed within a given period [5][38]. Analytic modeling

efforts have been described in [26] where a parametric power model was developed for

macromodules. However, the trade-off between flexibility and accuracy is still a
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challenging task as major difficulties persist due to the lack of precise information and

the conceptual complexity which characterizes these levels.

In conclusion, a number of issues appear to be important for power estimation and

low-power synthesis. First, the statistics and the length of the input sequences which are

applied to a circuit are important. Probabilistic techniques are very efficient, but to be

accurate, they need to take into account complex input dependencies which in turn reduce

their efficiency. On the other hand, simulation-based techniques provide higher accuracy

at the expense of higher computational cost. Thus, it is desirable to have a power

estimation technique which combines the advantages of both worlds. To solve this

problem, we propose a simulative power estimation technique based on sequence

compaction, that is, to generate a much shorter sequence exhibiting the same behavior as

the original one. Potentially, a good solution to the problem of generating a short and

meaningful set of stimuli (to be used later for simulation) will reduce the computational

gap between simulative and nonsimulative techniques for power estimation.

Second, it is desirable to have as early as possible in the design cycle an estimate of

the power consumption. This will enable designers to have a better view of the design

process and to control more efficiently the power optimization step. For this purpose, we

propose a global measure which characterizes the average switching activity per module.

This measure, combined with information about the total capacitance of the module, will

provide the designer with an early estimate of the total power consumption.

Finally, for the special case of controllers, new and more accurate techniques are

needed to analyze their probabilistic behavior. This type of analysis is useful not only in
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controller power estimationat higher levels of abstraction,but can also be used for

verification or synthesispurposes.The main problem and the most difficult one is to

correctly estimatie the steady-statetransition probabilities for a finite-state machine.

Previous work in this area considered the simplifying assumption of temporal

independenceon the input stream,but a comprehensiveandcorrectprobabilisticanalysis

of the finite-state machine has to take into account complex temporal and spatial

dependencies that may appear on the primary inputs.

1.2  Thesis contribution

Based on the previous remarks, this thesis addresses the following issues:

• Constrained sequence generation using stochastic sequential machines

Power estimationtechniquesmustbe fastandaccurateto be applicablein practice.Not

surprisingly, thesetwo requirementsinterferewith one anotherand at samepoint they

becomecontradictory. Generalsimulationtechniquescanprovide sufficient accuracy, but

thepricewe have to pay is too high; onecanextractswitchingactivity information(and

thuspowerestimates)by doingexhaustivesimulationonsmallcircuits,but it is unrealistic

to requiresimulationresultsfor large circuits. The importanceof correlationsnot only

insidethetargetcircuit (dueto reconvergentfanoutregions),but alsoat thecircuit inputs

hasbeenpointedout in [35][36]. From this perspective, this part of our work shifts the

focusfrom ‘the circuit problem’ (inducedby reconvergentfanout)to ‘the input problem’

(or input correlations)andimprovesthestate-of-the-artby proposinganoriginal solution

for constrained sequence generation (that is, satisfyinga prescribedsetof statistics).In
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our research, we concentrated on the following areas of application for constrained

sequence generation:

−Sequence generation: This represents the ability to generate input sequences with

different lengths that satisfy a set of user-prescribed characteristics in terms of word-level

transition or conditional probabilities. Basically, for a given set of input symbols {α1,

α2,..., αn} with the set of occurrence probabilities {p1, p2,..., pn}, we are interested in

finding a machine capable not only of generating those symbols with the specified set of

probabilities, but also of preserving the temporal order (sequencing order) among them.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, this is important especially in low-power design. This issue

will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.

−Sequence compaction: This is basically the ability to construct a representative

sequence (short enough to be efficiently simulated) which is equivalent with the original

sequence as far as the total power consumption is concerned. The shorter sequence is used

to reproduce the operating context in which the circuit is supposed to work. This feature

can make (circuit or gate-level) simulators a viable option for power analysis even for

very large circuits and therefore deserves special attention; it is discussed and supported

with examples in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.

−Probability transformation: This represents the ability to construct machines that

convert a given set of input symbols, occurring with some fixed probabilities, into another

one, which may have a completely different set of probabilities. Using the aforementioned

formalism, a probability transformer when fed with input symbols {α1, α2,..., αn} which

occur with probabilities {p1, p2,...,pn}, generates a new set of symbols {β1, β2,..., βm} with
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different,yet prescribed,probabilities{ q1, q2,...,qm}. A probabilitytransformermaytake

asinput an uncorrelated(random)binary streamandproducea highly correlatedbinary

streamas output [15][16]. Sucha probability transformer,when placedin front of the

circuit underconsideration,enablestheuseof a probabilisticpowerestimationapproach

thatassumestemporalindependenceof the input stimuli since it eliminatestheneedfor

consideringexplicit input correlations.The input correlationswill be insteadcapturedby

the structureof the probability transformercircuitry. As we shall seelater, the SSM is

such a probability transformerwhich, when excited with randomly generatedinputs,

producestemporallycorrelateddataat theprimaryinputsof thetargetcircuit. Theproduct

machine (input SSM, target circuit) (see Figure3.2) can thus be analyzed using

probabilistic power estimation techniques such as [60].

The mathematicalfoundation of the approachrelies on the stochastic sequential

machines (SSMs)theory.This researchrevealsageneralprocedurefor SSMsynthesisand

describesa new frameworkfor sequencecharacterizationto matchdesigner’sneedsfor

sequencegenerationor compaction.Resultsshowthat,in additionto providinganelegant

and theoreticalframeworkfor sequencecharacterization,this approachresultsin up to

1000Xcompactionratioswhile not exceedinganaverageof 6% error in powerestimates.

Moreover,thegeneralityof theseresultsmakesthemapplicablein otherareaswherethe

environment(that is, theinput statistics)areimportant.Thebulk of this work appearedin

[30] and was later extended in [31].
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• Information-theoretic measures for high-level power estimation

Basedon two conceptsfrom information theory (namely, entropy and informational

energy), this part of our work presentsfast, yet accurate,power estimation at the

algorithmic behavioral levels. Entropy characterizesthe uncertaintyof a sequenceof

appliedvectorsandthusis intuitively relatedto switchingactivity. Indeed,it is shown that,

underthe temporalindependenceassumption,theaverageswitchingactivity of any bit is

upperboundedby half of its entropy. Knowing thestatisticsof theinputstreamandhaving

someinformationaboutthestructure(or functionality)of thecircuit, theinput andoutput

entropiesper bit are calculatedusing a closed form expressionthat gives the output

entropy perbit asafunctionof theinputentropy perbit, astructure-dependentinformation

scalingfactor, andthe distribution of gatesasa function of logic depthin the circuit (or

using a compositionaltechniquewhich hasa linear complexity in termsof the circuit

size).Next, theaverageentropy percircuit line is calculatedandusedasanestimateof the

averageswitching activity per signal line. This is then used to estimatethe power

dissipationof themodule.A majoradvantageof this techniqueis that it is not simulation

based(asaremosthigh-level power estimationtools)andis thusvery fast,yet it produces

accuratepower estimates.More specifically, for a large set of benchmarkcircuits,

includingrandomlogic anddata-pathcircuits(adders,multipliers)this techniqueprovides

power estimatesin a matter of secondswith an error of only 10% on averagewhen

comparedto circuit level simulation.In general,usingstructuralinformationcanprovide

more accurateresults.On the other hand,evaluationsbasedon functional information

needlessinformationaboutthecircuit andthereforemaybemoreappealingin practiceas
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they provide anestimateof power consumptionearlierin thedesigncycle.Themainpart

of this research first appeared in [28] and was further extended in [29].

• Steady-stateprobability estimationin finite-statemachines consideringhigh-order

temporal effects

This partof our work investigates,from a probabilisticpoint of view, theeffect of finite-

orderstatisticsof theinputstreamonthefinite-statemachine(FSM)behavior. As themain

theoreticalcontribution, we extend the previous work done in [17][19] on steady-state

probability calculation in FSMs. More precisely, our approachaccountsfor complex

spatiotemporalcorrelationswhich are presentat the primary inputs when the target

machinemodelshardwarewhich receivesdatafrom real applications.In particular, it is

shown thatif theinput to anFSMcanbemodeledasafinite orderMarkov chain,thenthis

is also true jointly for the inputs and state lines of the FSM [32]. Moreover,

underestimatingthe order of the underlying input Markov chain may producefalse

conclusionsregarding the set of reachablestatesof the FSM and their corresponding

probability distribution. To solve the problem analytically, one needsto appropriately

model the input and then constructthe correctset of Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.

This is donevia constrainedreachability analysiswhich accountsfor thespecificway in

which theinputsourceexcitestheFSM.To find thecorrectsetof reachablestates,onehas

to know theconstraintscharacterizingtheinputsequencein termsof valid inputvectorsor

valid vectorsequences.In thecaseof finite-orderMarkov chains,theseconstraintscanbe

efficiently representedusingOrderedBinaryDecisionDiagrams(OBDDs)[4] whichoffer

a canonicaland compactset representation.Doing a constrainedreachabilityanalysis
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using OBDD set representations[4], the correctset of reachablestatesand valid state

transitionsare found. The set of equationsis then solved using advancednumerical

techniquesbasedon stochastic complementation and aggregation/disaggregation. The

stochasticcomplementationmethodhasthe advantageof providing asa by-productthe

exact transition matrix for the statesof the analyzedFSM, whereasthe aggregation/

disaggregationtechniqueis averyefficient tool for solvingtheproblemfor a largeclassof

Markovian sources known as nearly completely decomposable systems. These

contributionsprovide a deepinsight in theoreticalaspectsof FSM probabilisticanalysis

alongwith a practicalsolutionfor finding thecorrectsteady-stateprobabilitydistribution.

Theseresultsare useful in synthesis,verification and low-power designof sequential

circuits underhigh-ordercorrelationson the primary inputs.This work (with application

to power estimation) was presented in [33].

1.3  Thesis outline

Theremainderof thethesisis organizedinto five mainchapters.Chapter2 presentssome

basicconceptsfrom probability andinformationtheorythat will be usedthroughoutthe

thesis.Chapter3 dealswith theproblemof circuit andgatelevel power estimationusing

constrainedsequencegeneration.Chapter 4 presentsa high-level power estimation

techniquebasedon informationtheoreticmeasures.Chapter5 dealswith theprobabilistic

analysisof FSMsat higherlevelsof abstraction.Finally, Chapter6 summarizesthemain

contribution and outlines possible directions for future investigations.
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2.1  Basic probability theory concepts

In thissectionwepresentthebasicdefinitionsandnotation.Far from beingexhaustive,we

restrictour attentionto only thoseconceptsthatarerequiredby our working hypotheses.

For a complete documentation, we refer the reader to references [23][47].

2.1.1  Finite-order MCs

A stochastic process is definedasa family of randomvariables{ x(t), t ∈ T} definedon a

given probability spaceandindexed by the parametert representingtime, wheret varies

over the index setT. The stochasticprocessis said to be stationary whenit is invariant

underanarbitraryshift of thetime origin. In this case,thevaluesassumedby therandom

variablex(t) arecalledstates, andthesetof all possiblestatesformsthestate space of the

process.

A Markov process { x(t), t ∈ T} is a stochasticprocesswhosepasthasno influenceon

the future if its presentis specified.This is so called “Markov property” and definesa

fundamentalsubclassof stochasticprocesses.We shall assumethat the transitionsout of

statex(t) areindependentof time and,in this case,theMarkov processis saidto be time-

homogeneous.

If thestatespaceof a Markov processis discrete, theMarkov processis referredto as

a Markov chain(MC). In what follows, we consideronly MCs with finite statespace.If

weassumethattheindex setT is alsodiscrete,thenwehaveadiscrete-parameter MC. We

mayassumewithout lossof generalitythatT = {0, 1,2,...} anddenotetheMC as{ xn} n ≥ 0.
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Definition 2.1 (lag-oneMC) A discretestochasticprocess{ xn} n ≥ 0 is saidto bea lag-one

MC if at any time stepn ≥ 1 and for all states {α1, α2,..., αq}:

(2.1)

The conditional probabilities are called single-step transition

probabilities andrepresenttheconditionalprobabilitiesof makinga transitionfrom state

to state at time stepn. In homogeneousMCs theseprobabilitiesareindependent

of n andconsequentlywritten as for all n = 1, 2,...Thematrix Q,

formed by placing pij in row i and column j, for all i and j, is called the transition

probability matrix. We notethat Q is a stochastic matrix becauseits elementssatisfythe

following two properties: .

An equivalentdescriptionof theMC canbegivenin termsof its state transition graph

(STG).Eachnodein theSTGrepresentsa statein theMC, andanedgelabelledpij (from

nodei to nodej) impliesthattheone-steptransitionprobabilityfrom statei to statej is pij.

Changesof statesover n > 1 time stepsare ruled by probability rules expressedin

termsof pij. Let us denoteby pij
n the probability of transitionfrom statei to statej in

exactly n steps,namely: , for any integerm. It is easilyseenthat

probabilitiespij
n (which arecalledn-step transition probabilities) representtheentriesof

the matrix (called n-step transition matrix), n ≥1. The matrix itself is still a

stochasticmatrix andsatisfiestheidentity Q m+n = Q m· Q n, m, n ≥ 0 (Q0 is by definition

p xn αin
= xn 1– αin 1–

= xn 2– αn 2–=, …, x0 αi0
=,( ) p xn αin

= xn 1– αin 1–
=( )=

p xn αin
= xn 1– αin 1–

=( )

αin 1–
αin

pij p xn j= xn 1– i=( )=

0 pij 1≤ ≤ and pij
j

∑ 1=

pij
n

p xm n+ j= xm i=( )=

Q
n

Q
n
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the unit matrix I) or just the systemof equations , known as the

Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. In otherwords, to go from i to j in (m+n) steps,it is

necessaryto go from i to an intermediatestatek in m stepsand then from k to j in the

remainingn steps.By summingover all possibleintermediatestatesk, we considerall

possible distinct paths leading fromi to j in (m+n) steps.

Definition 2.2 (lag-k MC) A discretestochasticprocess{ xn} n ≥ 0 is saidto bea lag-k MC

if at any time stepn ≥ k:

(2.2)

It should be noted that any lag-k MC can be reducedto a lag-oneMC basedon the

following result.

Proposition2.1 [47] If { un} n ≥0 is a lag-k MC then{ vn} n ≥0, wherevn = (un, un+1,..., un+k-

1), is a multivariate first-order MC.■

As aconsequence,thestudyof lag-k MCsis practicallyreducedto studytheproperties

satisfiedby lag-oneMCs.For clarity, we will refersubsequentlyonly to lag-oneMCs but,

by virtue of Proposition 2.1, all results translate to lag-k MCs.

2.1.2  Classification of states, decomposability and probability distrib utions

To betteranalyzethe long-runbehaviorof a MC we needto distinguishbetweenstates

thatareguaranteedto bevisitedinfinitely oftenandstatesto which thesystemmaynever

return.

pij
m n+

pik
m

pkj
n⋅

k
∑=

p xn αin
= xn 1– αin 1–

= xn 2– αin 2–
=, …, x0 αi0

=,( )
p xn αin

= xn 1– αin 1–
= xn 2– αin 2–

=, …, xn k– αin k–
=,( )=
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Definition 2.3 (recurrent/transientstate) A state in a MC is called recurrent if the

probabilityof returningto it after n ≥ 1 stepsis greaterthanzero.Otherwise,thestateis

calledtransient.

This definition doesnot imply that the transientstatecannotbe visited manytimes,

only that theprobabilityof returningto thestatein an infinite numberof stepsis zero.In

our subsequentdiscussion,we will considerthatall statesarerecurrentsinceall transient

statesvanish(that is, their steady-stateprobabilitiesbecomezero)aftera finite numberof

steps.

FromDefinition 2.3,if i is a recurrentstate,wehavethatpii
n > 0, for somen ≥ 1. If the

greatestcommondivisor over all suchintegersn is d > 1, thenthe statei is alsocalled

periodic of periodd. Otherwise(i.e., if d = 1), thestatei is calledaperiodic. A statethatis

recurrentandaperiodicis saidto beergodic. If all thestatesof a MC areergodic,thenthe

MC itself is said to be ergodic.

Definition 2.4 (nondecomposable/decomposableMC) A MC is said to be

nondecomposable (or irreducible) if every statecanbereachedfrom every otherstatein a

finite numberof steps.Otherwise,the chain is called decomposable (reducible) and its

transition matrix can be written as a block-diagonal matrix having the form:

(2.3)Q

Q1 0 … 0

0 Q2 … 0

… … … …
0 0 … Qp

=
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whereQ1, Q2,..., Qp aresquarematricesand the p setsof statescontainonly recurrent

states that do not communicate among them.

Theabovedefinition,maybeusedin anapproximatesensetoo; we saythattheMC is

nearly completely decomposable if its transition matrixQ can be partitioned in the form

(2.4)

wherethe non-zeroelementsin the off-diagonalblocksaresmall1 comparedto thosein

the diagonalblocks.As we shall seelater, the conceptof neardecomposabilityplaysa

significant part in our framework.

We now turn our attentionto distribution definedon the statesof a MC. We shall

denoteby πi
n the probability that the MC is in statei at stepn, that is πi

n = p(xn = i). In

vector notation we have that πn = (π1
n, π2

n,..., πi
n,...), where π is a row vector. The

probabilitythattheMC is in statei at stepn is givenby πn = π(0)⋅ , whereπ(0) denotes

theinitial statedistributionof thechain.For nondecomposableandaperiodicMCs it may

beshownthat the limiting distribution alwaysexistsandit is independentof

the initial probability distribution. In addition, the following important results hold.

1.  The precise meaning of ‘small’ will be defined later in Section5.4.

Q

Q11 Q12 … Q1p

Q21 Q22 … Q2p

… … … …
Qp1 Qp2 … Qpp

=

Q
n

π πn

n ∞→
lim=
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Proposition2.2 [23] For a nondecomposableMC, the equation hasa unique

solutionthatrepresentsthestationary distribution (or stationaryprobabilityvector)of the

MC. ■

Theuniquesolutionof theequationin Proposition2.2 canactuallybedeterminedby

solving the systemof equations . The vector π represents

the left eigenvector correspondingto the unit eigenvalue,that is, it satisfiesthe standard

equationπ⋅Q=λ1⋅π for λ1 = 1.

2.2  Basic information theory concepts

2.2.1  Entropy

Let A1,A2,...,An be a completeset of eventswhich may occur with the probabilities

p1,p2,...,pn that is:

(2.5)

We introduce the following definition:

Definition 2.5 (Self-Information)The self-information of the event Ak, written I(Ak), is

defined as:

(2.6)

where log stands for log2. The functionI(Ak) vs.pk = p(Ak) is plotted in Figure2.1.

Self-information can be interpreted as the amount of information provided by

occurrenceof theeventAk. Accordingto this interpretation,thelessprobableaneventis,

π Q⋅ π=

π j πi pij⋅
i

∑= wi th π j
j

∑ 1=

pk 0 k∀( ) k,,≥ 1 2 … n, , ,= pk

k 1=

n

∑ 1=

I Ak( ) pk( )log–=
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the more information we receivewhen it occurs.A certainevent(one that occurswith

probability 1) providesno informationat all, whereasan unlikely eventprovidesa large

amountof information.Themeasurementunit for I is thebit (binarydigit); whenpk = 1/2

(k = 1, 2), -log(pk) = 1 bit, so that 1 bit of informationoccurson the choiceof onefrom

two equally likely events.

Figure 2.1 Self-informationI(Ak) vs. probabilitypk.

Let usconsideranexperimentwheretheoutcomeis unknownin thebeginning;such

an experimentexposesa probability finite field An, completely characterizedby the

probabilitydistributionp1,p2,...,pn. To quantifythecontentof informationrevealedby the

outcome of such an experiment, Shannon introduced the concept of entropy [47].

Definition 2.6(Entropy) Entropy of a finite fieldAn (denoted byH (An)) is given by:

(2.7)
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In otherwords,entropy is theweightedaverageof self-informationover all eventsof

thefield. Weplot in Figure2.2theentropy of aBooleanvariableasa functionof its signal

probability, that is .

Figure 2.2 Entropy H(A2) vs. probability

We pointedout earlier that self-informationof an eventincreasesas its uncertainty

grows.Thus,entropymaybealsoregardedasa measure of uncertainty in thesensethat

the larger the entropy, the less certain the outcomeof a random experimentin An.

Entropyis alsoa measureof the information containedin eacheventAi (givenby I (Ai) =

-log (pi)).

Note: Informationanduncertaintyhavethe samequantitativemeasure(i.e. entropy),

but different meanings.As information increases,the uncertaintydecreasesand vice

versa.Indeed,uncertaintyis equalto theamountof informationwhich is neededto make

the outcome of an experiment known.
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First, we shouldnotethat log (pk) ≤ 0 since0 < pk ≤ 1 andso H (An) ≥ 0. Thus,the

entropy can never be negative.Second,let p1 = 1, p2 =... = pn = 0. By convention,

pklog(pk) = 0 whenpk = 0 andhence,in this case,H (An) = 0. Conversely,H (An) = 0

implies that pk log (pk) = 0 for all k, so that pk is either0 or 1. But only onepk canbe

unity sincetheir summustbe 1. Hence,entropyis zero if andonly if thereis complete

certainty.

Definition 2.7 (Conditional Entropy) Conditional entropy of somefinite field An with

probabilities {pi} 1≤i≤n with respect toBm (with probabilities {qi} 1≤i≤m) is defined as:

(2.8)

wherepjk is the joint probabilityof eventsAj andBk. In otherwords,conditionalentropy

refers to the uncertainty left aboutAn whenBm is known.

Definition 2.8 (Joint Entropy) Given two finite fields An and Bm, their joint entropy is

defined as:

(2.9)

Basedon thesetwo concepts,onecanfind the informationshared by two completesets

of events:

which is calledmutual information (or transinformation). Moreover,by usingthe above

definitions, one can show that:

H A n B m( ) p jk p jk qk⁄( )log⋅
k 1=

m

∑
j 1=

n

∑–=

H A n B m×( ) p jk p jk( )log⋅
k 1=

m

∑
j 1=

n

∑–=

I A n B m;( ) H A n( ) H B m( ) H A n B m×( )–+=
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(2.10)

The Venn diagram for these relations is shown in Figure2.3:

Figure 2.3 A set-theoretic representation of different entropies

Entropy satisfies the following basic properties [47]:

Proposition 2.3 Entropy is maximized when all events are equiprobable, that is:

(2.11)

Proposition 2.4 If An andBm areany two independentfinite fields, An × Bm a new finite

field with nm events, then

(2.12)

Shannon'sentropyis equallyapplicableto partitionedsetsof events.More precisely,

given a partitioning ∏ = { A1,A2,...,An} on the set of events, the entropy of this

partitioning is:

(2.13)

wherep(Ai) is the probability of classAi in partition ∏.

I A n B m;( ) H A n( ) H A n B m( )–=

I(x; y)

H(x| y)  H(y|x)

 H(x, y)

H p1 p2 … pn, , ,( ) H
1
n
---

1
n
--- … 1

n
---, , , 

  n( )log=≤

H A n B m×( ) H A n( ) H B m( )+=

H Π( ) p Ai( ) p Ai( )log
i 1=

n

∑–=
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2.2.2  Informational energy

Assumingthat we havea completeset of eventsAn (as in equation(2.5)), we may

regard the probability pk as the information associatedwith the individual event Ak.

Hence,asin the caseof self-information,we may definean averagemeasurefor the set

An:

Definition 2.9 (Informational Energy) The global information of the finite field An

(denotedby E(An)) may be expressedby its informational energy (also called the Gini

Function1) as:

(2.14)

We plot in Figure2.4 the informationalenergyof a Booleanvariableasa functionof its

signal probability, that is .

Figure 2.4 Informational energy E(A2) vs. probability

1. Thiswasfirst usedby CorradoGini in astudyfrom “Atti delR. Ist. Venetadi Scienza,” Lettere ed Arti, 1917,1918,v.
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Due to its simplicity, the informational energywas usedmainly in statistics(not

necessarilyin conjunctionwith Shannon’sentropy)as a characteristicof a distribution

(discreteasis thecasehere,or continuousin general).However,without a precisetheory,

its use was rare until its usefulness was proved [45].

Thevalueof the informationalenergyis alwaysupper-boundedby 1. This is because

with equalityiff oneof theeventshasprobability1 andtherestof

them have the probability 0. Thus, E (An) = 1 iff the experimentprovidesthe same

determinateand unique result. We give in the following propositionsa few basic

properties satisfied by the informational energy [46].

Proposition 2.5 Theinformationalenergy becomes1/n whenall eventsareequallylikely

and 1 when one of the events inAn is certain:

(2.15)

Proposition 2.6 If the uniformity (or the uncertainty)of the systemincreases,then its

informational energy decreases.

Proposition 2.7 If An and Bm are two independent finite fields, then

.

2.3  Summary

This chapterhaspresentedthe main theoreticalconceptsandnotationthat will be used

throughoutthe thesis.More precisely, the mathematicalfoundationof the approaches

presentedin Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 relies on probabilistic modeling, while the

p j
2

j 1=

n

∑ p j

j 1=

n

∑ 
 
  2

1=≤

E
1
n
---

1
n
--- … 1

n
---, , ,( )

1
n
--- E≤ A n( )=

E A n B n×( ) E A n( ) E B n( )⋅=
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information theory concepts are useful for the better understanding of the approach

presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3   Circuit and Gate-Level Power Analysis
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3.1  Introduction

Power estimationtechniquesmust be fast and accuratein order to be applicablein

practice.Not surprisingly, thesetwo requirementsinterferewith oneanotherandat same

point they becomecontradictory. Generalsimulation techniquescan provide sufficient

accuracy, but the price we have to pay is too high; one can extractswitching activity

information(andthuspowerestimates)by doingexhaustivesimulationon smallcircuits,

but it is unrealisticto rely onsimulationresultsfor largecircuits.It hasbeenpointedout in

[35][36] the importance of correlations not only inside the target circuit (due to

reconvergentfanoutregions),butalsoat thecircuit inputs.Fromthisperspective, thispart

of ourwork shiftsthefocusfrom ‘the circuit problem’(inducedby reconvergentfanout)to

‘the input problem’ (or input correlations)

To illustratetheseissues,let usconsiderasimpleexample:supposethata4-bit ripple-

carry adder is fed successivelyby two input sequencesS1 and S2, as it is shown in

Figure3.1(a). To estimatethe total power consumptionof the circuit (in a gate level

implementation),we have to sum over all the gatesin the circuit the averagepower

dissipationdue to the capacitiveswitching currents(as in equation(1.1)). Thus, the

averageswitchingactivity pernode(gate)is a key parameterthatneedsto bedetermined

correctly.
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Figure 3.1 An example

The two sequences in Figure 3.1(a), have the same signal probability on the input lines (p

= 0.5), but are otherwise very different; whilst the average switching activity per bit is 0.5

for sequence S1, it is 0.3 for sequence S2. This difference in switching activity leads to:

PS1 = 456 µW and PS2 = 365 µW at 20 MHz, that is, about 20% difference in the value of

total power consumption. On the other hand, sequences S1 and S3 shown in Figure 3.1(b)

have different lengths (S3 is 40% shorter than S1) but lead to very similar statistics on the

bit lines. This leads to PS3 = 446 µW, a value which is only 2% difference from PS1. Since

the input sequence plays such an important role in determining the average power

4-bit Full Adder

S1
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0    0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0    0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1    0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0    1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1    0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1    1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1    1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0    1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0    0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0    0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1    0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1    1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1    1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0    1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1    0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1    1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1    1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1    1 1 1 0

S2
0 1 1 1    0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1    0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1    1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1    1 0 0 1
0 1 1 1    1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1    1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1    1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1    1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1    1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1    1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0    0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0    0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0    0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0    0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0    0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0    0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0    0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0    1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0    1 0 0 1

Sum[0:3]

B[0:3] A[0:3]

4-bit Full Adder

S1
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0    0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0    0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0    0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1    0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0    1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1    0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1    1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1    1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0    1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0    0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0    0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1    0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1    1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1    1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0    1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1    0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1    1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1    1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1    1 1 1 0

S3
1 1 0 0    0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0    0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1    0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1    1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1    1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0    1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1    0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1    1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1    1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1    1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0    0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0    0 0 0 0

Sum[0:3]

B[0:3]A[0:3]

(a) (b)
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dissipation of a circuit, the question becomes how one should select or generate the

sequence of inputs to be applied to the circuit under consideration.

In many cases, the designer has some information (albeit, limited) about the statistics

of the input sequence (in terms of signal or transition probabilities, inter-bit correlations,

etc.). Generating a minimal-length sequence of input vectors that satisfies these statistics

in not trivial. More precisely, LFSRs which have traditionally found use in testing or

functional verification [2], are of little or no help here. The reason is the set of input

statistics which must be preserved or reproduced during sequence generation for use by

power simulators, is quite complex. One such attempt is [40] where authors use

deterministic FSMs to model user-specified input sequences. Since the number of states in

the FSM is equal to the length of the sequence to be modeled, the ability to characterize

anything else but short input sequences is limited.

From a designer perspective, we may want to estimate the power consumption of the

adder in Figure 3.1 in a context resembling as much as possible the one where this adder

will be instantiated. For example, if the adder was designed to be used as an incrementor

in the address calculation unit of a memory chip, then primary inputs A and B will likely

receive sequences like S2; on the other hand, if this adder was to be part of a DSP system

used for noise analysis, then its inputs will likely receive random inputs and therefore S1 is

the most appropriate sequence to be used for power estimation.

To validate the design, circuit or gate-level simulation is finally invoked to measure

the total power consumption. The biggest hurdle for simulation-based power estimators is

the huge number of vectors which should be applied to the circuit to obtain an accurate
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powervalue for the circuit. It is impracticalto simulatelargecircuits usingmillions or

eventhousandsof input vectorsandtherefore,the lengthof thesequenceto besimulated

is an important consideration.

Over the years, many important problems in sequential circuit synthesis and

optimizationhavebeenapproachedusingconceptsfrom automatatheory.Finiteautomata

are mathematicalmodels for systemswith a finite numberof stateswhich accept,at

discretetime steps,certaininputsandemit accordinglycertainoutputs.Finite automata

exhibit deterministicbehavior,thatis, thecurrentstateof themachineandtheinput value

determinethenextstateandtheoutputof theautomaton.It is quitenatural(anduseful)to

considerautomatawith stochasticbehavior.Theideais that theautomaton,whenin state

si andreceivinginput x, canmoveinto anynewstatesj with a positiveprobabilityp(si,x).

A practical motivation for consideringprobabilistic automatais that even sequential

circuits which are intended to behavedeterministically, exhibit stochasticbehavior

because of random malfunctioning of components [61].

The mathematicalfoundation of our approachrelies on the stochastic sequential

machines (SSMs)theory and,without any loss in generality,emphasizesthoseaspects

relatedto Moore-typemachines.In this chapter,we reveala generalprocedurefor SSM

synthesisanddescribeanewframeworkfor sequencecharacterizationto matchdesigner’s

needsfor sequencegenerationor compaction.We focuson thebasictaskof synthesizing

an SSM which is able to generateconstrainedinput sequences.Sucha machinecanbe

effectively used in power estimation as it is illustrated in Figure3.2(b).
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Figure 3.2 Constrained sequence generation

To evaluate the total power consumption in a target circuit for a given input sequence of

length L0, we first derive a probabilistic model based on SSMs and then, having this

compact representation, we generate a much shorter sequence L, equivalent with L0 as far

as total power consumption is concerned, which can be used with any available simulator

to derive accurate power estimates.

To conclude, both simulation-based approaches and probabilistic techniques for power

estimation may benefit from this research. The issues brought into attention in this chapter

are new and represent a first step toward reducing the gap between the simulative and

probabilistic techniques commonly used in power estimation. Finally, the concept of

SSMs may find useful applications in other CAD-related problems.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces some basic definitions

from SSM theory and gives the main decomposition theorems used in SSM synthesis.

Input SSM
FFs

auxiliary
inputs      logic

INPUT SSM

input sequence Target

(uncorrelated)

(a)

(b)

circuit

Target
circuit
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Section3.3 discussesthe constrainedsequencegenerationproblem while Section3.4

givesa practicalprocedurefor sequencecompaction.Section3.5 is devotedto practical

considerationsandexperimentalresults.Finally, we concludeby summarizingour main

contribution.

3.2  Synthesis of SSMs

In this section we review the conceptof SSM and describea basic procedurefor

synthesizingSSMs from their mathematicalmodels. In what follows, we use the

formalism and notations introduced in [50].

3.2.1  Stochastic machines: basic definitions

Definition 3.1 (Mealy-type SSM) A Mealy-type SSM is a quadruple

whereS, X, andY arefinite sets(the internalstates,inputs,and

outputsrespectively), and{ A(x, y)} is a finite setcontaining|X| × |Y| squarestochastic

matrices of order |S| such thataij(y|x) ≥ 0 for all i andj, and

(3.1)

Interpretation: Let π beany |S|-dimensionalvector.If themachinebeginswith an initial

distribution π over the stateset S and is fed with a word x, it outputsthe word y and

moveson to the next state.The transitionis controlledby the transition matrices A(y|x)

whereaij(y|x) is theconditional probability of themachinegoingto statesj andproducing

the symboly, given it had been in statesi and fed with symbolx.

M S X Y A x y,( ){ }, , ,( )=

aij y x( )

j 1=

S

∑
y Y∈
∑ 1= where A y x( ) aij y x( )[ ]=
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Definition 3.2Let M beanSSM,u = x1x2...xk aninputsequenceandv = y1y2...yk anoutput

sequence.By definition,A(v|u) = [aij(v|u)] = A(y1|x1)·A(y2|x2)·...·A(yk|xk); it follows from

theinterpretationof thevaluesof aij(y|x) thataij(v|u) is theprobabilityof machinegoingto

statesj and producingthe sequencev, having beenin statesi and fed sequentiallythe

sequenceu.

Example3.1 Let M = (S, X, Y, { A(y|x)}) with X = {0, 1}, Y = { a, b}, S = { s1, s2} and

andlet

π = beaninitial distribution for M. First,wecanseethatM is correctlydefined,that

is, equation(3.1) is verifiedfor every possibleinitial state.Inspectingfor instancethefirst

row in matricesA(a|0) andA(b|0),we observe thatmachineM, initially in states1 andfed

with symbol0, will remainin states1 andproducea symbola with probability 1/2, will

remainin states1 andproducea symbolb with probability1/4, or will go to states2 and

generatea symbol b with probability 1/4. Also, from Definition 3.2 we have that:

.

This meansfor instance,that the probability of the machineoutputting the word ab,

having beenin states1 andfed theword 00 on theinput, is (irrespective of the

final state of the machine).

A a 0( )

1
2
--- 0

0
1
2
---

= A b 0( )

1
4
--- 1

4
---

1
2
--- 0

= A a 1( ) 0
1
2
---

0 0

= A b 1( )

1
2
--- 0

1
2
--- 1

2
---

=

1
4
--- 3

4
--- 

 

A ab 00( ) A a 0( ) A b 0( )⋅

1
8
--- 1

8
---

1
4
--- 0

= =

1
8
--- 1

8
---+ 1

4
---=
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Definition 3.3 (Moore-type SSM) A Moore-type SSM is a quintuple

whereS, X, andY areasin Definition 3.1, { A(x)} is a finite set

containing|X| squarestochasticmatricesof order|S| andΛ adeterministicfunctionfrom S

into Y.

Interpretation: Thevalueaij(x) (A(x) = [aij(x)]) is theprobabilityof themachinemoving

from statesi to sj when fed with the symbol x. When enteringstatesj, the machine

outputs the symbolΛ(sj) ∈ Y.

Definition 3.4Let M beanSSM.Let A(u) = [aij(u)] = A(x1)· A(x2)·...·A(xk); it followsfrom

theabove interpretationthataij(u) is theprobabilityof themachinegoingfrom statesi to

statesj whenfed theword u. Theoutputword v dependson thesequenceof statesthrough

the machine passed when scanning the input word u.

Example3.2 Let M = (S, X, Y, { A(x)}, Λ) with S = {0, 1} = X = Y, Λ(0) = 1, Λ(1) = 0, and

the following transition matrices: . We observe that

machineM, initially in state0 andfed with symbol0, will remainin state0 andproducea

symbol 1 with probability 1/2 or will go to state 1 and generatea symbol 0 with

probability 1/2; on the other hand,if fed with symbol 1, it will remainin state0 with

probability 2/3 or go to state 1 with probability 1/3, generatinga symbol 1 and 0,

M S X Y A x( ){ } Λ, , , ,( )=

A 0( )

1
2
--- 1

2
---

1
4
--- 3

4
---

= A 1( )

2
3
--- 1

3
---

1
2
--- 1

2
---

=
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respectively. From Definition 3.4, we have that . This

meansfor instance,that starting in state0 and fed the sequence00 on the input, the

probability that the machine goes to state 1 in two steps (with output 0) is 5/8.

As we can seefrom the abovedefinitions, Mealy and Moore stochasticmachines

generalizethe correspondingdefinitionsof deterministicmachines.Sincethe stochastic

machines are more elaborate in structure than the deterministic ones, other

generalizationsarepossible.On this line, we shouldnotethat Mealy-Mooreequivalence

is still valid for stochasticmachines,that is every Moore-typeSSM hasa Mealy-type

equivalent and vice versa.

3.2.2  The synthesis procedure

Without loss of generality,in what follows the machinesare assumedto be of Moore-

type.Theobjectiveof this sectionis to build a SSMwhich generatesanoutputsequence

with given characteristics.The basic procedureinvolves synthesisof combinational

circuitsandconstructionof informationsourceswith prescribedprobabilitydistributions.

It can be simplified by means of the following important result:

Theorem 3.1 [11] Any m × n stochasticmatrix A can be expressedin the form

wherepi > 0, ∑pi = 1, andUi aredegeneratestochasticmatrices(that is,

matrixelementsare0 or 1 only), andthenumberof matricesUi in theexpansionis atmost

m(n-1) + 1.

A 00( ) A 0( ) A 0( )⋅

3
8
--- 5

8
---

5
16
------ 11

16
------

= =

A pi U i⋅∑=
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Proof: p1 is taken to be mini maxj [aij] and elements of U1 satisfy u1
ij = 1 if aij = maxk

[aik] and 0 otherwise. The procedure is then applied recursively to the newly constructed

stochastic matrix [1/(1-p1)] [A-p1U1]. ■

The theorem we provide in the following is a very important result from a practical

point of view; as we shall see later, it gives the basis to efficiently apply Theorem 3.1 on

large matrices which may arise in practice.

Theorem 3.2  The sequence {pi}i ≥1 is monotonically non-increasing and strictly positive.

Proof: It suffices to show that p1 ≥ p2 > 0 due to the recursive manner in which matrices

Ui are generated. According to the definition, p1 = mini maxj [aij] and p2 = (1-p1)q2

where q2 = mini maxj [a1
ij] (A1 = [a1

ij]). Since A1 = [1/(1-p1)] [A-p1U1], the inequality

becomes mini maxj [aij] ≥ mini maxj [aij-p1u1
ij] where U1 = [u1

ij]. But for any fixed i, j,

aij ≥ aij-p1u1
ij (the elements of matrix U1 are either 1 or 0 and p1 is positive); hence maxj

[aij] ≥ maxj [aij-p1u1
ij] for any fixed i and mini maxj [aij] ≥ mini maxj [aij-p1u1

ij] thus

concluding our proof. ■

Let A be a stochastic matrix which can be expressed in the form

according to the above result. That means that either A has been decomposed using

exactly t matrices Ui, or that considering only the first t matrices in this decomposition

has been satisfactory for the given level of accuracy. We allow therefore limited precision

in our calculations, not only because this limitation is sufficient in practice, but also

A pi

i 1=

t

∑ U i⋅=
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becauseit may substantiallysimplify the decompositionprocessbasedon Theorem3.1

(see Section3.4).

Let Σ = { σ1,σ2,...,σt} beanauxiliary alphabetwith t symbols,onefor eachmatrix Ui

in theexpansionof A, andlet P bea singleinformationsourceoverΣ emittingtheσi with

probability pi. We give in Figure3.3 a simplified block diagramof the network which

synthesizes such a machine.

Figure 3.3 The general structure of a SSM

Thecombinationallogic is constructedsuchthat its outputis sj for input (xl, σm, sk) if

andonly if the entry of matrix Um in the row correspondingto (sk, xl) and the column

correspondingto sj equals1. Theoutputlogic box is a combinationallogic implementing

the functionΛ.

Interpretation: Theorem3.1 statesin fact that any SSM canbe decomposedinto a finite

number of deterministic sequential machines. The behavior of the SSM is thus

“simulated” by selectingoneof thesedeterministicmachinesbasedon the valuesof the

auxiliary inputs.

Example 3.3 Let’s synthesize now the stochastic machineM defined in Example 3.2.

 combinational
 logic   delays    output

    logic

Inputs X OutputsY

(auxiliary inputs)
SourceP, Σ

Next states

Present
statesS

 sk

 xl

 σm
sj
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Putting together A(0) and A(1) we have the whole transition matrix A as:

. Applying Theorem 3.1, we get:

and thus Σ = {σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4} and P = {p(σ1),

p(σ2), p(σ3), p(σ4)} = (1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/12). Encoding the symbols in Σ with 2 bits (w1,w2)

as 00, 01, 10, 11 respectively, we get the following transition table.

Using standard Karnaugh approach, we obtain the circuit which synthesizes the given

SSM, as shown in Figure 3.4.

A A 0( )
A 1( )

1
2
--- 1

2
---

1
4
--- 3

4
---

2
3
--- 1

3
---

1
2
--- 1

2
---

= =

A
1
2
---

1 0

0 1

1 0

1 0

1
4
---

0 1

1 0

0 1

0 1

1
6
---

0 1

0 1

1 0

0 1

1
12
------

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

+ + +=

w1 w2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

x

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

s1
n( )

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

s1
n 1+( )

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

y

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0
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Figure 3.4 An example of SSM

Words Σ on the auxiliary input (w1,w2) must be supplied with the probability

distribution P as resulted from the decomposition of matrix A. For this purpose, it is

sufficient to generate a set of numbers uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1] and

divide the interval into four subintervals as follows: [0, 1/2), [1/2, 1/2 + 1/4), [1/2 + 1/4,

1/2 + 1/4 + 1/6) and [1/2 + 1/4 + 1/6, 1]. Each subinterval corresponds to a particular

word (w1,w2) on the auxiliary input: if the number generated lies in some subinterval, the

corresponding word is generated. Clearly, this procedure will generate all auxiliary inputs

according to the given probability distribution.

In summary, the basic synthesis procedure based on Theorem 3.1, involves essentially

the synthesis of a combinational circuit with feedback, and construction of information

sources with prescribed probability distributions.

3.3  Constrained sequence characterization

In this section, we give a precise characterization of sequences in terms of their transition

matrices. In addition, we present some theoretical bounds that demonstrate the possibility

D
Y

X

w1

w2

S
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of usingdifferentinput sequenceswhile still having thesametotal power consumptionin

the target circuit.

3.3.1  Sequence equivalence

In what follows, we associatewith every Moore SSM its output sequence(of length

), generatedduring its normaloperation,andwe will interchangeablyrefer to both

SSM and its output sequence.The generalproblemof equivalencebetweenstochastic

machinesis very complex andfor an in-depthintroductionthe readeris referredto [50].

For practicalpurposes,we restrict our attentiononly to reducedstochasticmachinesof

Moore-type.

Definition 3.5 Two reducedstochasticmachinesM and M * (as in Definition 3.3) are

output-equivalent if the following conditions are satisfied:

1) The state spacesS andS *  have the same cardinality, that is |S| = |S * |;

2) The output spacesY andY *  are the same, that isY = Y * ;

3) For every statesi of M therecorrespondsa statesj of M * , andvice versa,suchthat

 for every inputu with L(u) ≥ 1.

Interpretation: If theisomorphismrelationshipbetweenstatespacesS andS * is givenby

the function h : S → S * , then we can representthe output-equivalencerelationship

between machinesM andM *  as follows:

L 1≥

Λ si( ) Λ*
s j( )=
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Figure 3.5 Output equivalence

Basically, S is isomorphicallymappedto S * suchthat the output spacescoincide.

These considerations translate into a definition for sequence equivalence as follows:

Definition 3.6 The outputsequenceY generatedby machineM is ε-equivalent with the

output sequenceY * producedby M * if , where the norm is definedas

. (We notethe particularcaseε = 0, whenA = A * , which correspondsto

exact equivalence).

Differently stated,two output sequencesare ε-equivalent if they are generatedby

SSMs characterizedby nearly the same average transition probabilities, that is

, for any input x. In practice,having a referencesequenceproducedby

M, we needto know how closeis the sequencegeneratedby M * to the original one.To

this end,we have to investigatetheeffect of errors(perturbations)thatmayappearin A1

on the statistical behavior of the output sequence generated according toA* .

1. This may appear as a side effect if, for instance, we apply Theorem 3.1 with limited precision.

si • • sj

•

h

Λ∗(sj)  Λ(si)

Y = Y*

S*S

A A
∗

– ε<

A max aij=

aij x( ) aij
∗

x( )– ε<
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3.3.2  Perturbation analysis for generated sequences

For our particularapplication,theSSMto besynthesizedhasno externalinputs(thatis, X

= ∅). In addition,weassumethattheoutputfunctionΛ is aone-to-onemappingfrom S to

Y and thus, A representsthe stochasticmatrix associatedto the output sequence,i.e.

, wherevi, vj aretwo consecutive vectors.Having a referencesequence,to

produceanequivalentonewe shouldpreserve theword-level transitionprobabilities.This

essentiallybecomesthe problemof preservingboth conditionaland stateprobabilities

because , wherepi is thestateprobabilityof vectorvi andpi → j represents

thetransitionprobabilityof goingfrom vectorvi to vj. Assumingstationarityconditions,if

p = [pi] denotesthe stateprobability vector, thenfrom Chapman-Kolmogorov equations

[47] we have . (In other words,p is the eigenvector that correspondsto the

eigenvalueλ = 1 in the general equation .)

Theorem 3.3 [63] Every stochasticmatrix has1 as a simple1 eigenvalue and all other

eigenvalues have absolute values less than one.■

This is a consequenceof the Perron-Frobeniustheoremwhich statesthat for every

matrix with nonnegative entries,thereexistsa simple,positive eigenvaluegreaterthanthe

absolutevalueof any othereigenvalue.Sincetheproofof this theoremis very intricate,we

referthereaderto reference[63]. However, Theorem3.3 is very importantfor usbecause

it makespossibleto analyzeperturbationsonmatrix A. To thiseffect, let’sassumethatthe

1. This means that the multiplicity of the rootλ = 1 in the equation  is one.

aij p v j vi( )=

pi j→ pi aij⋅=

A
T

p⋅ p=

A
T

p⋅ λ p⋅=

A
T

p⋅ λ p⋅=
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newly generatedsequenceis characterizedby thematrix where

(εij representsthe error induced by perturbations) and . We can write

where and . BecauseA* characterizesa sequenceof

vectors,it is also a stochasticmatrix and therefore,as statedin Theorem3.3, it hasan

eigenvalue . Whatwe areinterestedin is theeffect of perturbationof matrix A on

the eigenvectors that correspond to the eigenvalue 1.

Theorem 3.4 For any eigenvectorp of A correspondingto the simpleeigenvalueλ = 1,

thereexistsaneigenvectorp* of A* correspondingto thesimpleeigenvalue , such

that (read as ‘zero of epsilon’), where 0(ε) is any power seriesin ε

(convergent for sufficiently smallε) having the formk1ε + k2ε2 +.... ■

This theoremfollows from the theoryof algebraicfunctionsdevelopedin [63]. Since

, it is easy to see that:

Corollary 3.1 If thestochasticmatrix A is properlypreserved,the transitionprobabilities

for the newly generatedsequenceare asymptotically close to the original ones,that is

.

Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 3.4.■

We have thus proved that we can asymptoticallyreproducean initial sequenceby

preservingits matrix A. Froma practicalpoint of view, let’s seewhataretheimplications

of the above corollary on total power consumptionin a target circuit where the input

sequence is approximated by a new one.

A∗ aij
∗

[ ]= aij
∗

aij εij+=

εij 1<

A∗ A ε B⋅+= ε max εij= bij

εij

ε
-----=

λ* 1=

λ* 1=

p p
*– 0 ε( )=

aij aij
∗

– 0 ε( )=

pi j→ pi j→
∗

– 0 ε( )=
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Corollary 3.2 If P andP* arethevaluesof thetotalpowerconsumptionfor two sequences

satisfying the conditions in Corollary 3.1, then we have that .

Proof: We have whereCk is theoutputcapacitanceof

gatek andswk is the averageswitchingactivity at the outputof gatek. Sinceswk canbe

written as: , where is the transitionprobability of going from

input vectorvi to input vectorvj and is thenumberof transitionsat theoutputof gatek

whenvectorvi is followed by vectorvj at the input of the circuit, we canwrite the total

power consumption as . Assuming that the input

sequenceis approximatedby anotherinput sequencesuchthat the new setof transition

probabilitiessatisfies , then the error madein the value of total

powerconsumptionis givenby . ■

Differentlystated,if thenew sequenceis asymptoticallycloseto theoriginalone,then

the same holds for the corresponding total power values.

We shouldpoint out that theabove proof is valid only for combinationalcircuits.For

sequentialcircuits the sameresultappliesif we replacethe transitionprobability on the

primary inputs with the transition probability on the primary inputs and state lines

(jointly). As weshallseein Chapter5, if theprimaryinputsof aFSMcanbemodeledasa

lag-k Markov chain[47], thenthelag-k Markov chainon theprimaryinputsandstatelines

P∗ P– 0 ε( )=

Pavg

f clk
2

----------- VDD
2

Ck swk⋅( )
k

∑⋅ ⋅=

swk pi j→ nij
k⋅

i j,
∑= pi j→

nij
k

P
V dd

2

2 T cycle⋅
--------------------- pi j→ Ck nij

k⋅ ⋅
i j k, ,
∑⋅=

pi j→ pi j→
∗

– 0 ε( )=

P∗ P–
V dd

2

2 T cycle⋅
--------------------- pi j→

∗
pi j→– Ck⋅ nij

k⋅
i j k, ,
∑⋅ 0 ε( )=≤
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is also preserved. Sincein this chapterwe assumethat the primary inputs of the target

circuit aremodeledas lag-oneMarkov chains,Corollary 3.2 is alsovalid for sequential

circuits.

Example 3.4 Let’s considerthe circuit in Figure3.6 fed by the uppersequencewhich

contains only vectors ‘01’ and ‘11’ with characteristicsgiven by the matrix

(i.e. for example,theconditionalprobabilityof goingfrom ‘01’ to ‘11’ is

0.5 and from ‘11’ to ‘01’ is 0.25).

Figure 3.6 A simple example of compaction

For thismatrix,by solvingtheChapman-Kolmogorov equations,wegetthevectorof state

probabilities (that is, the stateprobability is 0.33for ‘01’ and0.67for ‘11’).

Accordingly, the transition probabilities for the initial sequence are:

and similarly ,

, .

Let’s investigatetheeffect of a perturbationof matrix A suchthat thenew matrix A *

hasthe form , where andB hasall

A 0.5 0.5

0.25 0.75
=

      1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
      1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

   v18 ...                                     ..v2 v1

            1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
            1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

         v16 ...                               ..v2 v1

p 0.33

0.67
=

p1 1→ a11 p1⋅ 0.33 0.5⋅ 0.167= = = p1 3→ 0.33 0.5⋅ 0.167= =

p3 1→ 0.67 0.25⋅ 0.167= = p3 3→ 0.67 0.75⋅ 0.5= =

A
* 0.5 ε1– 0.5 ε1+

0.25 ε2+ 0.75 ε2–
A ε B⋅+= = ε max ε1 ε2,( )=
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its elementslessthan1 in absolutevalue.In thiscase,thestateprobabilityvectorbecomes

. The condition in Theorem3.4 is satisfiedfor

any valuesof ε1 andε2 if the Taylor expansionaroundpoint zeroof

converges, that is  or .

For example,if thecircuit is fed in turn by the lower sequencein Figure3.6, thenthe

correspondingstochasticmatrixandstateprobabilityvectorbecome and

(thus, ε1 = 0.1 and ε2 = 0.07). For this set of values, the transition

probabilities are: , , , and .

Accordingly, the total power consumption of the circuit is initially

andbecomes . Thus,we

get .

3.4  Constrained sequence compaction

In practice,we may want to generatea fixed-lengthsequencesatisfyinga certainsetof

constraintsor, morefrequently, wemayhavefrom simulationacharacteristicsequencefor

p
*

0.33 1.33 ε2⋅+

1 1.33 ε1 ε2+( )⋅+
---------------------------------------------

0.67 1.33 ε1⋅+

1 1.33 ε1 ε2+( )⋅+
---------------------------------------------

= p p
*– 0 ε( )=

1
1 1.33 ε1 ε2+( )⋅+
---------------------------------------------

1.33 ε1 ε2+( )⋅ 1< ε max ε1 ε2,( )=
1

2 1.33⋅
------------------< 0.375=

A
* 0.6 0.4

0.18 0.82
=

p
* 0.31

0.69
=

p1 1→
∗

0.1875= p1 3→
∗

0.125= p3 1→
∗

0.125= p3 3→
∗

0.5625=

P
C V dd

2⋅
T cycle

----------------- p1 3→ p3 1→+( )⋅
C V dd

2⋅
T cycle

----------------- 0.33⋅= = P
* C V dd

2⋅
T cycle

----------------- 0.25⋅=

P P
*–

C V dd
2⋅

T cycle
----------------- 0.08⋅=
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a targetcircuit andwantto compactit into a new oneby preservingits statistics.Thefirst

situationwasconsideredin Section3.2 for the synthesisof the stochasticmachineM. In

this section,we focuson the secondissueby consideringthe problemof synthesizinga

SSM for a given vector sequence.In addition,we provide an exact formulation of the

constrainedsequencegenerationproblem and proposea block-orientedapproximation

method for solving it.

3.4.1  The compaction procedure

SincetheSSMsareassumedto beMooretype,thegeneratedoutputdependsonly on the

sequence of states traversed (and not on the inputs).

Example 3.5 Assumefor the sake of simplicity, that the following shortsequenceof 20

input vectors (v1,v2,...,v20) is representative for some target circuit:

Figure 3.7 A sequence and its transition graph

In the right side of Figure3.7, we have the transition graph correspondingto this

sequence.The‘state’ nodesarelabelledwith thevaluesthatappearin theinitial sequence

(decimally encodedand read from top to bottom), while the labels on the edgesare

conditionalprobabilitiescapturedby analyzingtheinitial sequence.For instance,theword

‘001’ (vectorv1 in theinitial sequence)is alwaysfollowedby theword ‘100’ thenwehave

a14 = 1 (andcorrespondinglya directededge,labelledwith probability1, from vertex 1 to

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

v20 ...                                        ..v2 v1 5

6

7

4 1

03

11

0.5 1

1

0.5

⇒

 Initial  Sequence
Transition Graph

 0.5

  0.5
 1
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vertex 4) while theword ‘111’ is half of thetime followedby ‘101’ andtheotherhalf by

itself, thus we have a75 = 0.5 anda77 = 0.5.

Let M betheSSMassociatedwith thissequence;aswecansee,S = {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

and then |S| = 7. Right now, we are trying to synthesizea new machineM * , output-

equivalent with M, and eventually to generatean equivalent (and compacted)sequence

with theinitial one,usingM * . To make our job easier, let’s assumealsothatY = S andY *

= S * (M and M * are both Moore-type,and the output spacescoincidewith the state

spaces).

Fromthevery beginning, just by looking at first two conditionsin Definition 3.5,we

maydeducethat |S * | = 7 andY *= Y = S = S * . Thecorrespondingstochasticmatrix for

the initial sequence is shown below, along with its decomposition from Theorem 3.1:

Hence,we needa single auxiliary bit w to distinguishbetweenthe two deterministic

sequentialmachinesobtained:w = 0 specifiesthefirst machinewhich correspondsto U1

A

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5

0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5

0.5

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

⋅ 0.5

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⋅+

0.5 U1⋅ 0.5 U2⋅+

= =

=
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andw = 1 thesecondmachine(bothwith probability0.5) which correspondsto U2. The

transition table corresponding to this example is given below:

A possibleimplementationfor M * (with D Flip-Flops)is given in Figure3.8.This SSM

can now be used as a generator for a 3-bit sequencewith the same stochastic

characteristicsas the original one.Bit w is generatedusinga randomnumbergenerator

such that 0 and 1 are equally likely (i.e. probability 0.5).

w

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

y1
n( )

y2
n( )

y3
n( )

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

y1
n 1+( )

y2
n 1+( )

y3
n 1+( )

0 0 1

1 0 0

– – –

0 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

1 1 1
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Figure 3.8 The SSM generating the initial sequence

To generatea sequence,theSSMM* shouldbe initialized in themostprobablestate:

in our case,either‘110’, ‘101’ or ‘111’. Usinga randomnumbergeneratorfor thebit w,

we get the following behavior when considering ‘111’ as the initial state:

y1

y2

y3
D

D

D

w

step

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

w

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

y1
n( )

y2
n( )

y3
n( )

1 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 1

y1
n 1+( )

y2
n 1+( )

y3
n 1+( )

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

0 1 1

0 0 0

0 0 1

1 0 0
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Analyzing the next statebit lines, we get the following stochasticmatrix after 10

generated vectors: .

Note: We can see that for 10 generatedvectors with M * , the initial stochastic

characteristicsare preservedexactly; indeedfrom Definition 3.6 with ε = 0, we have

, therefore,in this case,a compactionratio of 2 hasbeenachievedwithout

any loss of information.

We shouldnotethatusinganotherinitial vector(e.g.‘110’ or ‘101’) asinitial stateof

thecircuit in Figure3.8,we would haveobtainedotheroutputsequences,but all of them

still satisfying the inequality from Definition 3.6.

Remark: Decomposingthe initial matrix A (via Theorem 3.1), instead of directly

generatingthe compactedsequencefrom the Markov chainglobally characterizedby A,

has three important advantages:

- first, it allows the hardware synthesis of the machineM;

- second,it drasticallyreducesthe complexity of the generationprocess:insteadof

using a separategeneratorfor each individual state,we need only a single, unique,

generatorfor thewholeprocess(that is, in theworst-case,we needonly instead

of bits pergenerator,where|S|is thenumberof reachablestatesin theMarkov

Chain);

A
*

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5

0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0.5

=

A A
*– 0=

2 Slog⋅

S Slog⋅
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- third, it allows to trade accuracy versus efficiency by keeping only a small subset of

matrices Ui from the whole set that would correspond to the exact decomposition. This

way, the transition probabilities that should be generated at the auxiliary inputs are more

uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1] and therefore the generation procedure

significantly simplified.

To conclude this section, the following general procedure can be used for sequence

generation:

3.4.2  Complexity issues

In practice, we may have to deal with sequences that have a large number of bits (and

bit patterns) which may give rise to large number of states in the SSM. More precisely,

the theoretical space complexity of matrix A is 2n × 2n (where n is the number of bits of

the input sequence) but in practice the number of distinct transitions is far less than this

limit. As a consequence, the sparse matrix representation technique is of real help to

handle complexity. However, if the number of states is still too large, the manipulation of

procedure Generate_Sequence ()
begin

A = Construct_Matrix (); /* either user specified or from another sequence */
    /* for a given level of accuracy ε, do decomposition of matrix A */

while | Σpi -1 | < ε do
        Decompose_Matrix (); /* recursive procedure implementing Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 */

end while;
    /* let t be the number matrices Ui in the decomposition */
    {σi} = Encode_Symbols (t);
     /* construct the transition table for the SSM and synthesize the circuit */

Table = Construct_Table ({Ui});
Circuit = Construct_Circuit (Table);

     /* generate the new sequence providing corresponding values for the auxiliary inputs wi */
    Gen_Sequence (Circuit);
end Generate_Sequence;
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matrix A becomesprohibitive. To handlesuch cases,we suggestto apply the above

procedurein a block-oriented fashion,that is first partition thewholesequenceof n bits,

into b smallergroupsof at most bits,andafterthatapplytheprocedureto eachblock,

oneat a time. By doing so,we losesomeaccuracyby ignoring dependenciesacrossthe

block boundaries,but greatly increaseour ability to work with sequenceswith a large

number of bits.

We decidewhetheror not a set of bits are in the sameblock by consideringonly

correlationsbetweenpairsof bits. For instance,the setof 4 bits { x1, x2, x3, x4} may be

partitioned in two groups of two bits each by looking only at pairwise transition

probabilities (e.g. (x1, x2), (x1, x3),..., (x3, x4)). Note that the exact procedurewould

requireanalysisof joint transitionprobabilitiesof 3 or 4 bits (e.g. (x1, x2, x3), (x1, x2,

x4),..., (x1, x2, x3, x4)) which is exponentialin thenumberof bits. More formally, givena

setof bits { xi} 1≤i≤n to bepartitionedinto b groupsG1, G2,...,Gb, we constructa complete

graph on n verticeswhere eachvertex correspondsto one of the bits and eachedge

correspondsto thepairwisecorrelationbetweenthecorrespondingbits.Theedgeweights

aredefinedby: for everyedge

(x, y) in the graph.Next, we haveto find an assignmentof eachvertex to somegroup

such that is minimized, where is a

weightingcoefficientthat representsthecorrelationbetweeninputsx andy in thecircuit

n
b
---

t x y,( )cos p xi j→ yk l→( ) p xi j→( ) p yk l→( )⋅–
i j k l, , , 0 1,=

∑=

α x y,( ) t x y,( )cos⋅
x Gp∈

y Gq∈

∑
1 p≤ q< b≤

∑ 0 α x y,( ) 1≤ ≤
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involved in the compaction process. The α coefficients are computed as the inverse of the

shortest topological distance (from primary inputs up to the point of reconvergence)

between the inputs of the circuit involved in compaction process. If two inputs do not

reconverge, their topological distance is considered infinite and they are considered

uncorrelated (α = 0). The above formulation involving the cost function is in fact a min-

cut partitioning problem which is NP-complete in the general case [13]. Fortunately,

excellent heuristics are available to solve this problem [24][12].

Example 3.6 Let us consider the input sequence in Figure 3.7, and let x, y, z be the 3 bits

for representing v1, v2,...,v20 that feed the simple circuit in Figure 3.9(a); for this sequence,

we get the following values of individual transition probabilities:

We can now build the corresponding bit-dependency graph (Figure 3.9(c)) assigning to

each bit a vertex and weighting the edges with the cost function (α coefficients are

α(x,y) = α(y,z) = 1/2, α(x,z) = 1/4).

Figure 3.9 An example of a bit-dependency graph

For the pair (x, y), we have the pairwise transition

probabilities: p(x0->0 y0->0) = 0.1, p(x0->1 y0->0) = 0.1,

and so on. Using the definition of the cost function

above, we get cost(x, y) = 0.68 and similarly for the

other two pairs: cost(y, z) = 0.74 and cost (x,z) = 0.48.
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As we can see, bits y and z are the most dependentones. If a 2-way min-cut

partitioningis desired,thesolutionto theproblemis shownabove:put x in oneblock and

y, z in the other one. Bits in different blocks will thus be considered to be independent.

3.5  Practical considerations and experimental results

As statedpreviously, we will restrictour attentionto theapplicationof SSMsto sequence

generationandcompactionalthoughtheir applicability goesbeyond these.Whenpower

becomesa factor in designingdigital circuits, the problemof sequencecharacterization

and reproducibility of experimentsplays an important part. In addition, with a much

higherpracticalimpact,input sequencecompactioncansignificantlydecreasethedesign

cycle time by drasticallyreducingthe simulationtime. Let us analyzeall theseissuesin

more detail.

The problem of sequencecompactionis related to that of sequencegeneration.

Becausethe latter is containedasa stepin the compactionprocess,we will addressthe

generation problem through the compaction problem.

Figure 3.10 The experimental setup

Initial Sequence
L0

Compacted Sequence
L « L0

Partition input bits   Build matrixA for
each block in the partition

Generate compacted
        sequence

Decompose matrixA
   according to Th.1

Comparison

  Gate-level  logic simulation  Gate-level logic simulation
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Our strategy is depicted in Figure3.10 and follows the steps of the algorithm in

Section3.4. Basically, we verified our ability to generateandcompactconstrainedinput

sequenceswhich may be also usedas power benchmarksin the designprocess.In all

experiments,we targetlossy compression [56], thatis theprocessof transforminganinput

sequenceinto a smaller one, such that the new body of data representsa good

approximation to theoriginal dataasfar aspower consumptionis concerned.If therewas

an initial sequenceof length L0 and it turns out that L < L0, then the outcomeof this

processis a compactedsequence,equivalent to the initial one as far as total power

consumption is concerned; we say that acompaction ratio of r = L0/L was achieved.

We assumethat the input datais given in the form of a sequenceof binary vectors.

While this is a valid assumptionat the logic level, it requiressomejustification at the

architecturallevel. An instructionstreamat the architecturallevel canbe convertedto a

binary streamusing the information aboutopcodesand dynamicinstructiontracesthat

resolve memory referencesand ambiguities.The obtainedbinary streamcan be then

subjected to any compaction technique developed for bit-level specifications.

Startingwith ann-bit inputsequenceof lengthL0, weextracttheinitial setof statistics

andbasedon it, if thenumberof bits n is too large to bemanagedasa whole, thesetof

input bits is partitioned into b subsets(blocks) using the Kernighan-Linheuristic as

describedin Section3.4. To eachblock, we thenassociatea stochasticmachine(SSM1,

SSM2,...,SSMb in Figure3.11(b)).This is similar to approximatinga singlesourceon a

largenumberof bitswith many independentsources,eachonehaving asmallernumberof

bits.
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Figure 3.11 Two possible strategies

We notethat,asa sideeffect, this strategy mayintroducenew vectors(thatis, vectorsthat

were absent the original sequence) in the final compacted sequence.

Oncea partition is obtained,we simply apply the algorithm in Section3.4 to each

group of bits, that is, we build the matrix A (by preservingexactly the transition

probabilities)andafter that, decomposeit into a setof degeneratematricesasstatedin

Theorem3.1.A deterministicsequentialmachineis thenconstructedfor eachdegenerate

matrix in this decomposition.The next step doesthe actual generationof the output

sequence(of length L): the resultingauxiliary inputs are excited by a randomnumber

generatorsatisfyingtheprobabilitydistribution from thedecompositionprocess.Fromour

experience, this strategy works well (less than 5% relative error on average) for

pseudorandomandmoderatelybiasedinput sequences.If thesequenceto becompressed

is a highly correlatedone,thenthis approachwill resultin anerror level of about5-10%

on average.In suchcases,the global modelingof the SSM, if possible,(asdepictedin

Figure3.11(a)) can be used to improve accuracy.

Finally, a validationstepis includedin thestrategy; usinganin-housegate-level logic

simulator(which accountsfor spuriousactivity in the circuits) developedunderthe SIS
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environment, the total power consumptions of some ISCAS’85 and ISCAS’89

benchmarksaremeasuredfor theinitial andthecompactedsequences,makingit possible

to assessthe effectivenessof the compactionprocedure(underboth zero-andreal-delay

models).

In Table3.1 and Table3.2 we provide our results for type 1 sequencesof length

L0=100,000compactedwith differentcompactionratios(namelyr = 50, 100 and1000)

using the strategy in Figure3.11(b); this type of sequencewas obtainedby randomly

applying a set of logic operators(AND, OR, XOR) betweenthe bits of a random

sequence.This increasesthe correlationsamongthe bits becauseit changesnot only the

signalandtransitionprobability of eachbit, but alsothe pairwisetransitionprobabilities

betweenbits. For eachvalueof thecompactionratio, differentsizeswereallowedfor the

numberof bits per block (k = 4, 6). For instance,the circuit C1355has41 inputswhich

meansa numberof 11 blocks with a maximum numberof k = 4 bits per block (and

accordingly 11 stochasticmachinesSSM1, SSM2,..., SSM11 in Figure3.11(b)), or 7

blockswith a maximumnumberof k = 6 bits perblock.For two of thesequentialcircuits

(i.e., s298and s386)the partitioning stepwas unnecessarydue to the small numberof

input bits (3 and 7, respectively).
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As we cansee,the quality of resultsis very goodeven whenthe lengthof the initial

sequenceis reducedby 3 ordersof magnitude,both for zeroor real-delaymodels.Thus,

for C880 in Table3.1, insteadof simulating 100,000vectorswith an exact power of

4875.60µW, onecanuseonly 1000vectorswith anestimateof 4861.80µW (k = 6) or just

100 vectors with a power consumption estimated as 4974.00µW (k = 4).

This reductionin the sequencelength hasa significant impact on speeding-upthe

simulative approachesfor power estimationwheretherunningtime is proportionalto the

lengthof thesequencewhich mustbesimulated.It shouldbepointedout that in the real

caseswheremillions of vectorsareapplied,compactionratiosof morethan1000maybe

safely used.

Table 3.1. Total power (µW@20MHz) for type 1 sequences (zero delay)

 Power
Compaction ratio 50

Power
Compaction ratio 100

Power
Compaction ratio 1000

Circ. #Inp.
Exact
Power

k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6

C1355 41 3354.60 3363.00 3352.20 3373.20 3349.80 3438.00 3297.60
C1908 33 4919.40 4870.80 4954.80 4836.60 4930.20 4724.40 4922.40
C3540 50 11810.40 11757.60 11713.20 11707.20 11591.40 11662.20 11200.20
C432 36 2473.80 2463.60 2441.40 2475.60 2460.60 2426.40 2476.80
C499 41 4305.00 4315.20 4296.00 4325.40 4292.40 4405.20 4186.80
C6288 32 42499.80 42879.00 42421.20 42935.40 42434.40 43686.00 41299.20
C880 60 4875.60 4935.60 4879.20 4975.80 4861.80 4974.00 4794.60
s1196 14 6488.40 6323.40 6350.40 6394.80 6374.40 6666.60 6006.00
s344 9 1730.40 1611.60 1616.40 1617.60 1635.60 1701.60 1791.00
s641 35 2471.40 2371.80 2392.20 2386.20 2380.80 2343.00 2320.20
s838 34 1479.00 1453.80 1460.40 1470.60 1428.60 1473.00 1369.20
s9234 36 20364.60 20030.40 19670.40 20021.40 19607.40 19596.00 20405.40

Average Error (%) 1.77 1.66 1.70 1.79 2.55 3.24
s298 3 873.60 873.00 871.80 856.80
s386 7 1771.20 1768.80 1770.00 1774.20

Average Error (%) 0.10 0.14 1.05
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On theefficiency side,in Table3.3 we reportthe runningtimesobtainedin eachstep

of theprocesson a SunSPARC 20.As theresultsshow, themosttime consumingstepin

our proposedapproachis the time it takesto do sequencegeneration.Thesevalueswere

obtainedusingathresholdof ε = 0.001(thatis, everyprobabilityis calculatedwith 3 exact

digits). Settingthis to a smallervalue(e.g.ε = 0.01)will dramaticallyreducetherunning

time. Differently stated,by varying ε, one can trade-off accuracy vs. efficiency (as

guaranteed by Theorem 3.2) if this is satisfactory from a practical point of view.

Table 3.2. Total power (µW@20MHz) for type 1 sequences (real delay)

 Power
Compaction ratio 50

Power
Compaction ratio 100

Power
Compaction ratio 1000

Circ. #Inp.
Exact
Power

k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6

C1355 41 4218.00 4251.00 4232.40 4276.80 4236.00 4336.80 4134.60
C1908 33 6990.00 6970.80 7019.40 6894.00 6966.60 6597.60 6921.00
C3540 50 19603.20 19654.20 19393.80 19497.00 19102.20 19626.60 18646.20
C432 36 3070.80 3054.00 3018.00 3065.40 3024.60 3024.00 3052.20
C499 41 5374.20 5390.40 5374.80 5431.20 5397.00 5530.80 5235.60
C6288 32 347886.0 351669.60 348599.40 354933.60 349987.20 359386.80 336701.40
C880 60 5990.40 6018.60 6021.60 6084.00 5976.60 6117.60 5871.00
s1196 14 7698.60 7492.20 7512.60 7594.20 7452.60 7914.60 6989.40
s344 9 1814.40 1841.40 1849.20 1851.60 1865.40 1975.80 2062.80
s641 35 2908.80 2779.80 2798.40 2805.00 2806.20 2674.80 2713.20
s838 34 1551.00 1538.40 1540.20 1554.60 1503.60 1551.60 1438.20
s9234 36 21693.60 21081.60 21081.60 21679.20 21042.60 21064.20 21875.40

Average Error (%) 1.13 1.33 1.05 1.81 3.50 3.32
s298 3 975.00 974.40 972.60 954.60
s386 7 1996.80 2022.60 2023.20 2030.40

Average Error (%) 0.68 0.78 1.89
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In Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, we provide only the real-delay gate-level simulation results

for a set of highly biased sequences (type 2 and type 3) obtained from industry. Type 2

sequences have a length of 4,000 and were compacted using the strategy illustrated in

Figure 3.11(a) for two compaction ratios (r = 5 and 10). Sequences of type 3, having a

length of 200,000, were compacted with the same strategy as above for three compaction

ratios (r = 50, 100 and 200); the results are presented in Table 3.5.

Table 3.3. CPU time (sec.)

Partition Decomposition
Generation

r = 50
Generation

r = 100
Generation

r = 1000

Circ. k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6 k = 4 k = 6

C1355 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.73 4.42 4.05 2.22 2.02 0.25 0.22
C1908 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.59 3.24 3.00 1.63 1.51 0.19 0.16
C3540 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.84 4.42 4.05 2.22 2.02 0.25 0.22
C432 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.57 3.61 3.32 1.81 1.73 0.20 0.18
C499 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.73 4.42 4.05 2.22 2.02 0.25 0.22
C6288 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.54 3.05 2.88 1.54 1.45 0.17 0.16
C880 0.04 0.02 0.17 1.13 7.85 7.10 3.92 3.55 0.43 0.37
s1196 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06 1.10 1.01 0.55 0.51 0.06 0.06
s344 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.02 0.27 0.23 0.13 0.11 0.02 0.01
s641 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.60 3.57 3.22 1.75 1.67 0.19 0.17
s838 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.59 3.36 3.10 1.70 1.55 0.18 0.17
s9234 0.01 0.01 0.09 0.57 3.61 3.32 1.81 1.73 0.20 0.18
s298 - 0.01 0.08 0.04 0.01
s386 - 0.11 0.14 0.07 0.01

Table 3.4. Total power (µW@20MHz) for type 2 sequences

Circ.
Exact
Power

r = 5 r = 10

C1355 3783.17 3863.27 3918.51

C1908 6352.03 6683.00 6592.43

C3540 14471.32 12603.73 13034.91

C432 1809.95 1706.08 1860.58

C499 4390.45 4470.10 4467.74

C6288 104117.45 95628.77 92198.86

C880 3787.93 3526.17 3716.96

Average.
Error (%)

6.11 5.06
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As reported in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, the results are still good, the average relative

error being around 5% on average. As an important observation, we note that the values in

the initial transition matrix themselves are important in the decomposition process: some

distributions of transition probabilities tend to favor a small number of degenerate

matrices, as opposed to others which result in much longer decompositions. In these cases,

the decomposition becomes the critical step as far as running time is concerned.

In our analysis, we chose a gate-level simulator but our results were consistently good

for a more accurate simulator such as Power Mill [21]. Moreover, under a more detailed

scenario where node-by-node power values were extracted, the results are again very

good. To support this claim, in Table 3.6 we present the results obtained for sequences of

type 3 and compaction ratio r = 200.

Table 3.5. Total power (µW@20MHz) for type 3 sequences

Circ.
Exact
Power

r = 10 r = 50 r = 200

C1355 1878.10 1882.05 1895.54 1900.87

C1908 977.69 958.75 989.99 958.95

C3540 674.15 591.81 592.93 581.40

C432 1033.16 1041.26 1049.38 986.68

C499 2323.73 2316.62 2304.67 2289.72

C6288 2073.94 2048.41 2024.81 2014.79

C880 1355.13 1344.20 1329.08 1380.29

Avg. Error
(%)

2.50 2.99 3.94
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To derive the valuesin Table3.6, we comparedthe switching activity estimatesfor the

compactedsequencesagainst thoseobtainedfor the initial sequencesconsideringeach

internalnodeandprimaryoutputfor every circuit. We reportheretheusualmeasuresfor

accuracy: maximumerror (MAX), meanerror (MEAN), root-meansquare(RMS) and

standarddeviation (STD); we excludedeliberatelytherelative errorfrom this picture,due

to the misleading prognostic it gives for small values.

To summarize,huge compactionratios (3 or more orders of magnitude)can be

obtainedin ashortamountof timewith asmalllossin accuracy for totalpowerprediction,

eitherfor combinationalor sequentialcircuits(zero-vs.real-delay).Fromthisperspective,

simulative approaches will significantly benefit from these results.

3.6  Summary

In this chapter, we addressedthe problem of stochasticmachinessynthesistargeting

constrainedsequencegenerationor compaction.Shifting the attentionfrom the ‘circuit

problem’ to the ‘input problem’, we proposedan original approachto generateinput

Table 3.6. Node-by-node switching activity analysis for type 3 sequences

Circ. MAX MEAN RMS STD

C1355 0.0286 0.0032 0.0070 0.0063

C1908 0.0206 0.0008 0.0032 0.0031

C3540 0.0448 0.0025 0.0082 0.0078

C432 0.0300 0.0036 0.0068 0.0057

C499 0.0286 0.0031 0.0070 0.0063

C6288 0.0538 0.0004 0.0018 0.0018

C880 0.0208 0.0013 0.0042 0.0040
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sequences(which mustsatisfya setof constraints)andto compactan existing sequence

into a much shorter equivalent one.

Themathematicalfoundationof this approachrelieson probabilisticautomatatheory

and basedon this, a generalprocedurefor SSM synthesisis revealed.After that, these

machinescanbeusedin a stand-alonemodefor sequencegenerationor compaction.The

issuesbroughtinto attentionon thischapterarenew to theCAD communityandrepresent

a first stepto reducethe gap betweensimulative andprobabilistictechniqueswhich are

currently the norm.
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Chapter 4   High-Level Power Analysis
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4.1  Introduction

Having as soon as possible in the design cycle an estimate of power consumption, can

save significant redesign efforts or even completely change the entire design architecture.

At high levels of abstraction, consistency is more important than accuracy, that is,

relative evaluation of different designs for power dissipation is often sufficient. Higher

levels of abstraction have been considered in power estimation of digital circuits, but here

many problems are still pending a satisfactory solution. The problem of power estimation

at the RT-level is different from that at the logic level: whereas at gate level it is desirable

to determine the switching activity at each node (gate) in the circuit (Figure 4.1(a)), for

RT-level designs an average estimate per module is satisfactory (Figure 4.1(b)). In other

words, some accuracy may be sacrificed in order to obtain an acceptable power estimate

early in the design cycle and at a significantly lower computational cost.

Figure 4.1 Power estimation issues at the logic and RT-levels

In the data-flow graph considered in Figure 4.1(b), the total power consumption may

be estimated as: . Usually, the interconnect power consumption

is either estimated separately or included in the power consumption of the modules,
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performedover the setof modulesM used in the data-flow graph, and , stand

for thecapacitanceloadingandtheaverageswitchingactivity of modulemj, respectively.

Basically,whatwe proposeis to characterizetheaverageswitchingactivity of a module

( ) throughthe averageswitching activity for a typical signal line in that module

(swavg). More formally, for a generic module mj having n internal lines (each

characterizedby its capacitanceand switching activity valuesci and swi, respectively),

we have:

(4.1)

We assumethat modulecapacitances are either estimatedor takenfrom a library,

thereforewe concentrateon estimatingtheaverageswitchingactivity permodule.This is

a quite different strategycomparedto the previous work. The only other proposed

method for power estimation at RT-level is simulative in nature, requires pre-

characterizationof the modulesand may be summarizedas follows: first, RT-level

simulation is performedto obtain the averageswitching activity at the inputs of the

modulesand then, this switchingactivity is usedto “modulate” a switchedcapacitance

value (product of the switching activity and the physical capacitance)which is pre-

computedand stored for eachmodule in the library to obtain the power dissipation

estimate[27]. Comparedto this methodology,the distinctive feature of the present

approach,is that it does not require simulation; its predictionsare basedonly on the
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characteristics of the input sequence and some knowledge about the function and/or

structure of the circuit (see Section 4.4 for details).

In this chapter, we address the problem of power estimation at the RT-level from an

information theoretical point of view [3]. Traditionally, entropy has been considered a

useful measure for solving problems of area estimation [20][8], timing analysis [6] and

testing [1][57]. We propose two new measures for estimating the power consumption of

each module based on entropy and informational energy. Our entropy/informational

energy-based measures simply provide an approximation for the functional activity in the

circuit without having to necessarily simulate the circuit. With some further

simplifications, simple closed form expressions are derived and their value in practical

applications is explored.

Note: We point out that, although this research targets RT-level and behavioral

design, it also presents as a by-product, a technique applicable to logic level designs. This

is a first step in building a unified framework for power analysis from gate level to

behavioral level.

4.2  Theoretical framework

4.2.1  An entropy based approach

The applications of entropy fall in two categories. The first category consists of

problems related to the determination of unknown distributions based on the principle of

maximum entropy; that is, determining the distribution of some partition of events

subject to given constraints (statistical mechanics). In the second category (coding
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theory), we are given the source entropy and wish to construct various random variables

(code lengths) so as to minimize their expected values. In this research, we focus on the

relationship between the information (entropy) contained in a binary stream and the

resulting power consumption when this binary stream is applied to the inputs of a

combinational logic block.

Example 4.1 The truth table for a randomly excited 1-bit full adder is given below:

Figure 4.2 1-bit full adder

where xi, yi are the inputs, ci is carry-in, si is the sum bit and ci+1 is carry-out. The output

space is partitioned in four classes as ∏ = {A1,A2,A3,A4} = {10, 01, 11, 00}, where p(A1)

= p(A2) = 3/8, p(A3) = p(A4) =1/8; applying equation (2.13) we obtain the entropy of the

partition Π H(∏) = 1.8113. We observe that within a class there is no activity on the

outputs; this means that output transitions may occur only when one has to cross class

boundaries in different time steps. If the output sequence is a purely random one, then

exactly H bits are needed to represent the output sequence; therefore the average number

of transitions per word (or average switching activity per word) will be H/2. In any other

nonrandom arrangement, for a minimum length encoding scheme, the average number of

xi
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ci
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ci+1

 Full Adder

ci xi yi si ci 1+

0 0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 0
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transitionsperword will be ≤ H/2, so in practice,H/2 canserveasa conservativeupper

bound on the number of transitionsper word. In our example,we find an average

switchingvalueapproximatelyequalto 0.905which matchesfairly well theexactvalue1

deducedfrom the abovetable.Sucha measurewassuggestedinitially by Hellermanto

quantify thecomputational work of simple processes [20].

More formally, if a signalx is modeledasa lag-oneMarkov chainwith conditional

probabilitiesp00, p01, p10, p11 andsignalprobabilitiesp0 andp1 asin Figure4.3, thenwe

cancharacterizeit throughtheconditionalentropybetween2 successivestepsin time as:

h (x+|x-) = -p1 (p10 logp10 + p11 logp11) -p0 (p00 logp00 + p01 logp01).

Figure 4.3 A two-state Markov-chain modeling a signal linex

The signal probabilities can be expressedin terms of conditional probabilities as:

and , respectively[35]. Using the well-known identity

 for 0 <a < 1, we obtain:

h (x+|x-) = .

We note that is exactly the switchingactivity of line x (denotedby sw (x))

and that ak-1 + bk-1 (for a + b = 1) is minimum when a = b = 0.5. Thus, h (x+|x-) ≥

 0  1
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or, usingagainthe aboveidentity: h (x+|x-) ≥ 2 ·

sw (x) · (p00 + p11). So,whatwe got is anupperboundfor theswitchingactivity of signal

x in themostgeneralcasewhenit is modeledasa lag-oneMarkov chain:sw (x) ≤ h (x+|x-

) / [2 · (p00 + p11)]. Unfortunately,thereis no relationshipbetweenp00 andp11 andtheir

sum can take any value from the interval [0; 1]. To obtain an upperbounduseful in

practice,we assumetemporal independence, that is: p1 = p01 = p11, p0 = p10 = p00 andh

(x+|x-) = h (x). In this simplercase,p00 + p11 = 1 andhencethe relationshipbetweensw

(x) andh (x) is exactly the one based on intuition:sw (x) ≤ h (x) / 2.

To evaluate H, one can use basic results from information theory concerning

transmissionof informationthrougha module.More precisely,for a modulewith input X

and output Y, we have and by symmetry

due to the commutativity property of mutual information.

When input X is known, no uncertaintyis left aboutthe output Y and thus H(Y|X) is

zero. Therefore, the information transmittedthrough a module can be expressedas

which representstheamountof informationprovidedaboutX by

Y. For instance,in Figure4.2 I (X; Y) = H (Y) = 3 - 1.1887= 1.8113;thus,informally at

least,the observationof the output of the moduleprovides1.8113bits of information

aboutthe input, on average.However,in real examples,this type of characterizationis

essentiallyvery expensiveas long as the input/output relation is not a one-to-one

mapping.This usuallyendsup in intricateanalyticalcalculations;for instance,the exact

1
2 2( )ln⋅
-------------------- sw x( )
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calculation of the output entropy of an n-bit adder, would require the knowledge of joint

input/output probabilities and a double summation with 22n terms (as in equation (2.8)).

For interconnected modules, the estimation of output entropy for the entire design is

even more complicated. Assume the following interconnection structure among n-bit

adders (Figure 4.4). To find out the information transmitted through the whole design, we

are faced with very expensive computations: the number of needed joint probabilities

(and the number of terms in the summation equation (2.8)) becomes Θ(24n). Therefore,

this approach is quite impractical.

Figure 4.4 Complexity increase for interconnected modules

As a consequence, in order to analyze large designs, we target a compositional

approachwhere the basic modules are already characterized in terms of transinformation

and what is left to find, is only a propagationmechanismamong them (all details are

given in Section 4.4).

As we have seen, an appropriate measure for the average switching activity of each

net in the circuit is its entropy value. Basically, what we need is a mapping ξ → ξ’ from

the actual set ξ of the nets in the target circuit (each having a possibly distinct switching

activity value) to a virtual set ξ’ , which contains the same collection of wires, but this
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time eachnet has the samevalue of switching activity. More formally, ξ → ξ’ is a

mapping such that the following conditions are satisfied:

|ξ| = |ξ’|

sw(xi) = sw(xj)   xi, xj ∈ ξ’ (4.2)

Bearing in mind this, one can express the total number of transitions per step as:

(4.3)

where n standsfor the presumedcardinality of ξ’ and h (ξ’) representsthe average

entropyperbit of anynetin ξ’ . To clarify theseideas,let usconsiderthesimplecircuit in

Figure4.5.

Figure 4.5 An example to illustrate the mappingξ → ξ’

In this example,we feedthecircuit with a 3-bit randomsequenceandtabulatein the

right side,thelogic valuesobtainedin theentirecircuit by logic simulation.We havethat

ξ = { x, c, y, a, b, z} with theswitchingprofile (in numberof transitions){4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2},

respectively.Doing a quick calculation,we getSW(ξ) = 2.25transitionsperstep.On the

otherhand, ξ’ = { x, c, y, a, b, z} with theaverageentropyh (ξ’ ) = (3 * 1 + 2 * 0.811+

0.954) / 6 = 0.9295characterizingeachsignal in the set; using equation we get an

expected valueSW(ξ’ ) = 2.73 which is greater thanSW(ξ), but sufficiently close to it.
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Unfortunately,in largecircuits, it is expensiveto computeh (ξ’) asthe completeset

of eventscharacterizinga circuit is exponentialin the numberof nodes.To avoid the

brute force approach,that is exhaustivelogic simulation, we make somesimplifying

assumptions which will be detailed in Section4.3.

4.2.2  An informational energy based approach

Based on the conceptsin Section2.2, one can find a relationship betweenthe

switchingactivity andthe informationalenergy.Let e(x) denotethe informationalenergy

of a single bit x. Consideringx modeledas a lag-oneMarkov chain with conditional

probabilitiesp00, p01, p10, p11 andsignalprobabilitiesp0 andp1 asin Figure4.3,we can

characterizeit throughtheconditionalinformationalenergybetweentwo successivesteps

in time by: e (x+|x-) = p1 (p10
2 + p11

2) -p0 (p00
2 + p01

2). Sincethe switchingactivity of

line x is and , one can write the following

relationshipbetweenconditionalinformationalenergyandswitchingactivity: e (x+|x-) =

1 - sw (x) · (p00 + p11). Again, in themostgeneralcase,p00 andp11 cantakeanyvalues

andthusevenif we haveanexactrelationbetweenenergyandswitchingactivity (sw (x)

= (1 - e (x+|x-)) / (p00 + p11)) we cannotboundthesumfrom thedenominator.However,

undertemporalindependenceassumption[35], we haveanexact relationsincep00 + p11

= 1 and thus:

(4.4)

2 p01 p10⋅ ⋅
p01 p10+

---------------------------- p1

p01

p01 p10+
----------------------= p0

p10

p01 p10+
----------------------=

sw x( ) 2 p x( ) 1 p x( )–( ) 1 e x( )–= =
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For instance,returningto the1-bit full-adderexamplein Figure4.2,we find Einput =

0.125andEoutput= 0.875.Thus,on average,theoutputexposesan informationalenergy

of 0.437 and, basedon equation(4.4), a switching activity of 0.563 (comparedto the

exact value of 0.5). Thus, informational energy (along with entropy) seemsto be a

reliable candidate for estimation of energy consumption.

Once again we consider the virtual mapping ξ → ξ’ , where each net in ξ’ is

characterizedby the sameamountof averageinformational energye (ξ’ ). Basedon

equation(4.2), the expectedswitchingactivity per stepin the whole circuit SW(ξ’ ), can

be expressed as:

(4.5)

where the cardinality ofξ’  is assumed to ben.

Consideringthesimplecasein Figure4.5,we gete (ξ’ ) = (3 * 0.5 + 2 * 0.625+ 0.531)/

6 = 0.546 and therefore,SW(ξ’ ) = 2.71 which matches well the actual value (2.25).

However, in real circuits, direct computationof e (ξ’ ) is very costly; to developa

practical approach, we need further simplifications as will be shown subsequently.

4.2.3  Quantitative evaluations

In order to derive a consistentmodel for energyconsumptionat RT-level, we first

haveto abstractsomehowthe informationpresentat gatelevel. Thus,a simplified model

is taken as a starting point.

SW ξ( ) SW ξ'( )= n 1 e ξ'( )–( )⋅=
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Let us considersomecombinationalblock realizedon n levelsasa leaf-DAG1 of 2-

input NAND gates(a similar analysiscanbe carriedout for 2-input NOR gatesandthe

final result is the same).We assumethat invertersmay appearonly at primary inputs/

outputsof thecircuit; we do not includetheseinvertersin the level assignmentstep.One

can expressthe signal probability of any net at level j+1 as a function of the signal

probability at levelj by:

(4.6)

Similarly, the signal probability of any net at level j+2 is given by:

(4.7)

The average entropy per net at level j is given by:

(4.8)

Using the correspondingaverage entropy per net at level j+2, the parametrized

relationshipbetweenhj andhj+2 canbeapproximatedby whenj is sufficiently

large (valuesgreaterthan6). Hencewe get expressionsfor entropyper bit at even/odd

levels of the circuit: and , whereh0, h1 are entropiesper bit at the

primary inputs and first level, respectively.To get a closedform expression,we may

further assumethat h1 may be estimatedin termsof h0 as (in fact, the exact

entropydecreasefor apseudorandomexcitedNAND gateis 0.811,but for uniformity, we

1.  In a leaf-DAG, only the leaf nodes have multiple fanouts.
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chosethis way). Thus,for a 2-input NAND gateleaf-DAG, the entropyper bit at level j

may be approximated as:

(4.9)

This may be further generalizedfor the caseof f-input NAND gate leaf-DAGs,

observingthat increasingthe fanin from 2 to f, producesan decreasein the numberof

levels bylog (f). Hence, for a fanin off, equation (4.9) becomes:

(4.10)

We call information scaling factor; it characterizeseachlogic component(gate,

moduleor circuit). We will seehow this relation is affectedby the circuit structureand

functionality in general.In anycase,this providesa startingpoint for estimatingthetotal

entropyat eachlevel in the circuit. In general,the total entropyover all levelsN in the

circuit would thus be:

(4.11)

whereHj is the total entropy at level j andnj is the number of nodes on levelj.

All theseconsiderationscanbe easilyextendedfor the caseof informationalenergy.

Consideringthe sameassumptionsas in previoussectionand using equation(4.6), the

informational energy per net at levelj may be expressed as:

(4.12)
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Applying equation(4.6) for level j+2 andsubstitutingin equation(4.12),we get the

following parameterizeddependencybetweenthe informationalenergiesat levels j + 2

andj:

(4.13)

Using a similar approachas in the caseof entropy,we get the following expression

for the average informational energy per bit at levelj in a circuit with faninf:

(4.14)

From here,an estimatecanbe drawnfor the total energyat level j, andthusfor the

total energy over all the levels of the circuit:

(4.15)

whereEj is the total energy at levelj and againnj is the number of nodes on levelj.

4.3  Information modeling

4.3.1  Theoretical results

As we have seen,an estimateof the averageswitching activity for a module can be

obtainedfrom the total entropy(informationalenergy)over all levelsof the circuit. An

exacttechniquewould betoo expensiveto usein practice;on theotherhand,sincewe are

dealingwith RT-level designs,the internal structuremay be unknown.So, in order to

make things manageable, we will use the following simplifying assumptions:
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A1. Uniform Network Structure: Nodesare uniformly distributed over the levels of the

circuit.

In otherwords,we assumethe samenumberof nodeson eachlevel of the circuit. Also,

all the gateson eachlevel areassumedto get their inputs from the previouslevel. This

will significantly simplify our task in obtaining closed-form formulae for average

switching activity per module(seeSection4.4 for the effect of other commonnetwork

structures when assumptionA1 is relaxed).

As we have seen, for particular structures(that is leaf-DAGs containing 2-input

NAND/NOR gates), there is a simple relationship between the values of entropy

(informationalenergy)on adjacentlevels in the circuit. Unfortunately,in practicethese

structuresaretoo restrictiveto beconsideredalone:randomlogic circuitsexhibit a large

fanout,not only at the primary inputs,but alsoat internalnodes.This is one reasonto

reconsiderthe aboverelationsand makethem applicablein practice.In addition, logic

circuits contain a mixture of gates: while NAND (AND), NOR (OR) are entropy

decreasing, XORsandinvertersareentropy preserving gates.More precisely,theoutput

entropyof XORs is 1 when they are randomlyexcitedand thereforetheir information

scalingfactor is 1. Their behavioris still describedby equation(4.10) for f = 1 (similar

considerationsapply to informational energy). In general,any generic “gate” having

almost equal-sizedON and OFF sets, exposesthe same almost entropy preserving

characteristic.
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Example 4.2

In short,we maysaythatboth structural andfunctional aspectsareimportant.At RT-

level both of themhaveto be abstractedandusedin an implicit mannerto compensate

the lack of explicit information which characterizehigh-level representations.To

overcome this difficulty, we will use another simplifying assumption:

A2. Uniform Information Variation: Theentropyandinformationalenergyperbit at level

j are estimated in terms offeff as:

         and ,         j = 0, 1,...,N. (4.16)

Differentlystated,we assumethateach“genericgate” from a givencircuit is charac-

terizedby an effective information scaling factor whosevaluedependson both structure

andfunctionality of gates.In fact, the above formula is similar with equation(4.10)and

equation (4.14) derived for a particular circuit (leaf-DAG).

a b c f g

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0

As we caneasilysee,thebooleanfunction f hasequalON- andOFF-

setsandthus,implementsaninformationpreservinggate.If exhaustively

excited, the output entropy of f is:

Hf = - 0.5 log(0.5) - 0.5 log(0.5) = 1 and thus the informationscaling

factor is 1.

Ontheotherhand,g hasunbalancedON- andOFF-sets(only 2 outof

8 minterms are in the ON-set). The corresponding output entropy is:

Hg = - 0.25log(0.25)- 0.75log(0.75)= 0.8113which correspondsto its

information scaling factor.

h j

h0

f eff
j 2⁄-------------= e j 1

1 e0–

f eff
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Under assumptionsA1 andA2, we may state the following:

Proposition 4.1 The averageentropy (informationalenergy) per bit in an N-level circuit,

may be estimated as:

(4.17)

wherehin (ein), hout (eout) are the average input and output entropies (energies) per bit.■

Proposition4.1 givesusanestimateof theaverageentropy/informationalenergy in a

circuit with N levels.Thefactorfeff is “hidden” in therelationshipbetweenN, hin (ein) and

hout (eout) since the outputs are considered to be on level N:

(4.18)

The greaterthe numberof levels is, the smaller the value for feff will be, which

somehow suggeststhatthelossof informationperbit from onelevel to anotherdecreases

with the numberof levels.However, the usefulnessof theseformulasis limited, sincein

generalat RT-level we know very little about the internal structureof the circuit. To
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compensatethis lackof information,weaddanew assumptionvalid for circuitswith large

logical depth:

A3. Asymptotic Network Depth: Thenumberof levelsN is largeenoughto beconsidered

infinity.

Using this, we get the following:

Corollary 4.1 For sufficiently large N, the averageentropy andinformationalenergy per

bit in the circuit are given by:

(4.19)

Whatwe haveobtainedsofar aresimpleformulaefor estimatingtheaverageentropy

(informationalenergy)perbit, andfrom these,theaverageswitchingactivity overall the

netsin themodule.Themaindifficulty in practiceis to estimatetheactualoutputentropy

hout (or informationalenergyeout), sincethe informationusuallyavailableat this level of

abstraction is not detailed.

4.3.2  The influence of structure and functionality

All logic gatesbelongingto a given modulecanbe characterizedby an effective factor

feff which capturesinformationaboutthecircuit structureandfunctionality.How canwe

modela generalcircuit for entropy/energybasedevaluations?Onecanconsiderequation

(4.17) and equation(4.19), where the information scaling factor reflects not only the

structure, but also the fraction of information preserving gates.
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Example 4.3 Let us consider for instance, circuit C17 given below:

Figure 4.6 An example of levelization - Circuit C17

To levelizeit properly(everywire that connectsthe outputof a gateat level i to the

input of a gateat level i+2 must go throughsomebuffer gateat level i+1), we added

three “dummy” componentsx, y, z. Logically, x, y, z function as buffers but

informationally,they areentropypreservingelements.Consideringthe nodesuniformly

distributedthroughoutthe circuit (accordingto assumptionA1), the averagenumberof

netsper level is (6+5+4+2)/4= 4.25.Applying randomvectorsat the circuit inputs,the

exactvalueof the entropyper bit at the output is obtainedashout = 0.44.The effective

scalingfactor canbe calculatedasa weightedsumover all the gatesin the circuit; thus

the correspondingfeff is: (thereare 3 entropypreservingand 6

entropydecreasinggates).From equation(4.19) we get an estimatefor the output bit

entropy(j = 3) ashout = 0.51which is reasonablycloseto the exactvalue.Basedon the

input andoutputentropy,we maygetanestimatefor theaverageentropyperbit andthus

for theswitchingactivity. Theaverageswitchingactivity for a genericnetin thecircuit is

swavg(sim) = 0.437 (from simulation)and basedon equation(4.17), we get swavg(est) =

x

y

z

level 0 level 1 level 2 level 3
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0.382 which is very good compared to simulation. A similar analysis can be performed

for the informational energy.

4.4  Practical considerations

4.4.1  Using structural information

These considerations are equally applicable to data-path operators with known internal

structure as well as to control circuits represented either at gate or RT-level.

If some structural information is available (such as the number of internal nodes, the

number of logic levels), the average entropy (informational energy) may be evaluated

using the actual values of feff, N and the distribution of nodes on each level. In all cases,

the output entropy (informational energy) is the same, computed as in equation (4.16).

The average entropy (or informational energy) for the whole module depends on the

actual distribution of nodes in the circuit. In practice, some common distributions are:

a) Uniform distribution (this case was treated in detail in Section 4.3).

b) Linear distribution (e.g. circuit C17 in Figure 4.6):

Figure 4.7 An example of linear distribution of nodes
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Using a similar approachas the one in Section4.3, we found the following result

(valid for sufficiently largeN) for a genericn input,m output module:

(4.20)

c) Exponential distribution (e.g. a balanced tree circuit with 8 inputs):

Figure 4.8 An example of exponential distribution of nodes

In this case, we have:

(4.21)

Note: The main advantageof equation(4.20) and equation(4.21) is that they allow an

estimateof averageentropy(andthereforefor averageswitchingactivity) of modulesor

gate-level circuits,without resorting to logic simulation or probabilistic techniques.
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Similar derivationsapply for informationalenergy.We canseethat whenn = m, we

get the same results as in Section4.3 (see equation (4.19)).

4.4.2  Using functional information

Common data-path operators allow a quick estimation of hout based on the

“compositional technique” introduced in [57]. There, the Information Transmission

Coefficient (ITC) is definedas the fraction of information that is transmittedthrougha

function; it may be computedby taking the ratio of the entropy on the outputsof a

function and the entropyon the inputs of that function. For convenience,we call ITCs

“Entropy TransmissionCoefficients” (HTCs) either for input or componentvalues.In

Table4.1 we give the HTC valuesfor somecommon8-bit data-pathoperatorsas they

appear in [57].

Using the following relationshipbetweenthe HTCs on the output signalsand the

HTC valueson the input signalsfor a particularcomponent,we may estimatethe HTC

values throughout the circuit as:

(4.22)

Table 4.1.HTC Values for common 8-bit data-path operators

Operator HTC Operator HTC

Addition 0.500 Negation 1.000

Subtraction 0.500 And, Or 0.406

Multiplication 0.461 <, > 0.063

Divide by 2 0.875 Multiplexer 0.471

HTCout HTCcomp

wi

W
----- HTCi⋅

i 1=

n

∑⋅=
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whereHTCcomp is the HTC for the componentof interest,HTCi is the HTC value for

input i, n is thenumberof input signalpathsfor thecomponent,wi is thedata-pathwidth

for input i, and .

In particular,theoutputentropyhout maybeestimatedrelying solelyon theRT-level

descriptionof thecircuit. Themainadvantageof suchanapproach,is that it needs only a

high-level view of the design in order to derive useful information.

TheHTC valueon the inputsis in fact theentropynormalizedto thedata-pathwidth.

To makethe compositionaltechniqueuseful for our purpose,we needto considerboth

theinput andoutputentropiesnormalizedto thedata-pathwidth. For ann-input data-path

operator, we have:

(4.23)

wherehin is the average input bit entropy.

Example 4.4 Let’s apply the compositionaltechniqueto the following circuit composed

by two 8-bit adders (A1 andA2), and one multiplier (M1).

Figure 4.9 The compositional technique

SinceM1 andA1 arefed by theprimary inputs,we havethatHTCX = HTCM1= 0.461and

HTCY = HTCA1 = 0.500.For all theprimaryinputsof themodulesM1 andA1 we havehin
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= 1. Accordingto equation(4.23)we havethat hX = 0.461·2·1= 0.92andhY = 0.500·2

·1.Assumingthatall pathshavethesamewidth, thentheweightedaverageof the inputs

to A2 is , that is  and therefore .

However,in general,theHTCs associatedwith a componentarenot constantanddepend

on the input bit entropy (or inputHTCs) as we shall see later in this section.

A similar techniquecanbe introducedto computetheoutputinformationalenergyas

follows.

Definition 4.1 Thefractionof informationalenergy transmittedthrougha functioncalled

“Energy TransmissionCoefficient” (ETC) is definedasthe ratio of the outputandinput

informational energy.

In Table4.2 we give the values of the ETC coefficients for the samedata-path

operators considered in Table4.1.

Hence,a compositionaltechniquecan also be developedhere.Similar to equation

(4.22),we may evaluateETCout asa function of ETC for the componentof interestand

theETC values for all inputs:

(4.24)

Table 4.2.ETC Values for common data-path operators

Operator ETC Operator ETC

Addition 0.500 Negation 1.000

Subtraction 0.500 And, Or 0.625

Multiplication 0.516 <, > 0.063

Divide by 2 1.125 Multiplexer 0.471

hX hY+

2
------------------ 1 0.92+

2
------------------- 0.96= hZ 0.500 2 0.96⋅ ⋅ 0.96= =

ETCout ETCcomp

wi

W
----- ETCi⋅

i 1=

n

∑⋅=
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Thus, for moduleswith n inputs, the output informationalenergyis relatedto the

input energy by the following relation:

(4.25)

whereein is the input informational energy per bit.

This typeof considerationscanbeusedfor any typeof data-pathoperatorwhich has

the scalability property that is, all sizes of the operator behavesimilarly up to a

multiplicativefactor(which is thedata-pathwidth). Commonarithmeticoperatorsexhibit

the scalability property, but unfortunately,there are many other circuits (e.g. control

circuits)which cannotbetreatedin this manner.In thosecases,equation(4.19)hasto be

usedin conjunctionwith someinformation about the circuit structurein order to get

reliable estimates for average switching activity.

4.4.3  HTC and ETC variations with the input statistics

As presentedin [57], Thearling and Abraham’s compositionaltechniquesis only an

approximationbecauseit doesnot consideranydependencywhich mayarisein practical

examples.In reality, everymodulemaybeembeddedin a largerdesignandthereforeits

inputs are no longer independentdue to the structural dependencies(namely, the

reconvergentfan-out). As a consequence,the values given in Table4.1 or Table4.2

(which correspondto the caseof pseudorandominputs)cannotbe usedwithout error as

we proceedfrom circuit inputsto circuit outputs;in orderto beaccuratewe needa more

detailed analysis as will be described in the following.

eout ETCcomp n e⋅ in( )⋅=
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Without lossof generality,we restrict ourselvesto the caseof 8- and16-bit adders

and multipliers and for each of them, we consider two scenarios:

- Eachmodule is fed by biasedinput generators,that is input entropy(informational

energy)per bit variesbetween0 and 1 (respectively0.5 and 1); eachsuchmodule is

separately analyzed.

- Modules are included in a large designwith reconvergentfanout branches,so that

inputs of the modules cannot be consideredindependent.The structure of such an

example design is the following:

Figure 4.10 The configuration used to analyze the variation ofHTC/ETC values

Initially, for the analysisof multipliers, all moduleswere consideredmultipliers; in

theanalysisof adders,modules4-6, 10-12wereadders(modules1-3, 7-9 werestill kept

multipliers to increase the level of correlation in the design).

In both scenarios,the averageinput and output entropies(energies)per bit were

monitoredandusingthem,the HTC andETC valueswereextracted.Valuesobtainedin

both scenariosfor eachmoduleareplottedon the samegraph,asshownin Figure4.11

through Figure4.14:
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.

Figure 4.11 HTC values for 8- and 16-bit Multipliers

Figure 4.12 HTC values for 8- and 16-bit Adders
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Figure 4.13 ETC values for 8- and 16-bit Multipliers

Figure 4.14 ETC values for 8- and 16-bit Adders
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techniquebasedon informationalenergywill be lessproneto error whenthe inputsare

far from the pseudorandomcase.The dependenceof HTCs and ETCs on the input

statistics(that is, input entropyand/orinformationalenergy)canbedescribedempirically

by the following simple relations:

(4.26)

where the 0-subscriptedvalues correspondto the pseudorandomcase (reported in

Table4.1 and Table4.2). Theseequationscan be easily usedto adjust the HTC/ETC

coefficientsin order to analyzelarge designsmore accurately.Differently stated,using

equation(4.26)we do not looseinformationfrom level to level becausewe accountfor

structural dependencies.

If thedata-pathis within a loop, thenwe may resortto a loop-unrolling techniquein

order to evaluatethe output entropy(informationalenergy).For this purpose,equation

(4.26) can be used to compute the actual values of HTC/ETC coefficients across

successiveiterations.For instance,assumewe haveto computethe dot-productof two

random vectorsX andY using the following data-flow graph:

HT C
add

HTC0
add 2 hin–( )⋅≈

HT C
mul

HTC0
mul 2

hin 1–
⋅≈

ET C
add

ETC0
add≈

ET C
mul

ETC0
mul≈
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Figure 4.15 Dot-product computation

Monitoring the output entropy (informational energy) values, we got the following

behavior as a function of the number of steps performed in the unrolling process

(Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 hout and eout behavior during loop-unrolling

This is a typical behavior in practice, that is, the two information measures converge

rapidly to the steady-state values and therefore we may exploit this property to use it in

conjunction with the compositional technique described before.
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with a much higher computational cost. In practice, we thus have the following options to

analyze a logic- or RT-level design:

Figure 4.17 Flowchart of the power estimation procedure

In general, using structural information can provide more accurate results either based on

entropy or informational energy measures. On the other hand, evaluations based on

functional information require less information about the circuit and therefore may be

more appealing in practice as they provide an estimate of power consumption earlier in

the design cycle.

To illustrate this aspect, we provide here our results obtained for some common data-

path operators (4-bit adders and multipliers) with different structures: ripple-carry and

carry-lookahead adders, and array and Wallace-tree multipliers. The exact values for the

average switching activity per module are shown in Table 4.3; they were obtained by

exhaustive logic simulation using the SIS logic simulator.

Input description

Evaluate hout/eout
   Evaluate hout/eout

Use structural info. Use functional info.

Less information needed

Accuracy increases

with eq. (4.18)
with eq. (4.23), (4.25),

      (4.26) and Table 4.1

     Evaluate havg/eavg
with eq. (4.19), (4.20), (4.21)

   Evaluate swavg
with eq. (4.3) or (4.5)

Use simulation info.

and Power with eq. (4.1)
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Results of Table 4.3 show that for modules with the same functionality, the structure

plays an important role; specifically, the average switching activity may be different even

when the input statistics are the same. An important observation is that looking only at

the input/output relationship (even through exhaustive simulation), one is unable to

distinguish between two different implementations of the same functional module, but

having different average switching activities.

To asses the accuracy of the different approaches in Figure 4.17, we considered first

the two 4-bit adders (ripple-carry and carry-lookahead) having the following node

distributions:

Figure 4.18 4-bit ripple-carry (left) and carry-lookahead adder (right)

We estimated first the average switching activity per module using the compositional

technique presented previously under the uniform distribution assumption (the default

option). After that, assuming that more structural information is available (i.e. node
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distribution was taken to be linear), we re-calculated the switching activity using equation

(4.18). As shown in Table 4.4, the quality of results is improved in the latter case. (We

report the absolute error defined as abs_err = |swavg(sim) - swavg(est)| where swavg(sim) was

taken from Table 4.3).

The best results are obtained when structural information is available. This is

expected as structural information provides more detailed description of the circuit in

question.

For the sake of completeness, we also analyzed two structurally different 4-bit

multipliers (array and Wallace tree). We give in Figure 4.19 the node distributions for

these circuits and in Table 4.5 the results of a complete analysis based on functional or

structural information. The distribution of nodes per level was considered exponential for

the Wallace-tree multiplier; the actual distribution in the case of array multiplier was

approximated by a piecewise linear fit. Again, the best results were obtained when using

structural information to calculate the output entropy.

Table 4.4. Analysis of structurally different adders

abs_err for Ripple-carry Adder abs_err for Carry-lookahead Adder

Measure Functional info Structural info Functional info Structural info

h 0.0494 0.0351 0.1073 0.0588

e 0.0493 0.0350 0.1072 0.0587
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Figure 4.19 4-bit array (left) and Wallace-tree multipliers (right)

To concludethis section,the structuralapproachis moreappropriateto be usedwhena

gate-leveldescriptionis available(and thereforedetailedinformation can be extracted)

whereasthe functionalapproach(usingthecompositionaltechnique)suitsbetterfor RT/

behavioral level descriptions.

4.5  Experimental results

The main advantageof the proposedpower consumptionmodel is that it does not

need any simulation. In the following we report the accuracy of this model.

Two experimentswere performed:one involving individual modules (ISCAS’85

benchmarksandcommondata-pathcomponents)andthe other involving a collectionof

data-path modules specified by a data flow graph.

Table 4.5. Analysis of structurally different multipliers
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4.5.1  Validation of the structural approach (gate-level descriptions)

The experimentalsetupconsistedof a pseudorandominput generatorfeeding the

modulesunderconsideration.Thevaluesof theentropyandinformationalenergyfor the

circuit inputswereextractedfrom the input sequence,while the correspondingvaluesat

the circuit outputs and the averagevalues of entropy or informational energy were

estimatedasin Section4.3(usingstructuralinformation).Theseaveragevalueswerethen

usedto estimatetheaverageswitchingactivity pernode;the latter,whenweightedby an

average module capacitance, is a good indicator of power/energy consumption.

Wereportin Table4.6our resultsonISCAS’85benchmarkcircuitsandcommondata-

pathoperators.Powersim andswsim arethe exactvaluesof powerandaverageswitching

activity obtainedthrough logic simulation under SIS. Cmodule standsfor the module

capacitanceas in equation(4.1); it is takenas the productof numberof netsand the

averageload seenby eachgatein the circuit. We also report for comparisonunderthe

Power columnthevalueof powerobtainedusingtheapproximationin equation(4.1).The

errorintroducedby thisapproximationis onaverage5.55%1. In thenextfour columnswe

reportour resultsfor averageswitchingactivity andpowercalculatedasin equation(4.1)

for both entropy- and informational energy-based approaches.

1.  The percentage error was calculated as .
valuesim valueest–

valuesim
------------------------------------------------ 100⋅
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As we can easily see, the average percentage error (over all the circuits) is 15.81%

(12.03%) for entropy (informational energy)-based evaluations of average switching

activity, whereas for total power estimation is 9.27% (5.85%) for entropy (informational

energy)-based approaches.

4.5.2  Validation of the functional approach (data-flow graph descriptions)

In Figure 4.20 we consider a complete data-path represented by the data-flow graph

of the differential equation solver given in [49]; all the primary inputs were considered as

having 8 bits and the output entropy of the entire module was estimated with the

compositional technique based on HTCs or ETCs. The HTC/ETC values for the

multipliers and adders were taken as in equation (4.26). Using the entropy based

approach, the average switching activity was estimated as 0.1805, whereas when using

Table 4.6. Total power and average switching activity

Simulated values with SIS Estimated values as in Section 4.3

Circuit Powersim Cmodule swsim Power
swavg
from h

Powerest
from h

swavg
from e

Powerest
from e

add8 1019.39 9.46 0.4199 993.06 0.4410 1042.63 0.4410 1042.51

add16 2082.70 18.91 0.4282 2024.31 0.4546 2149.40 0.4546 2148.58

add32 3980.91 37.82 0.4073 3851.02 0.4923 4654.89 0.4923 4654.74

mul4 2785.53 25.04 0.4170 2610.42 0.4594 2875.60 0.4471 2799.03

mul8 10949.51 100.16 0.4081 10218.82 0.4545 11381.09 0.4410 11043.80

mul16 44076.52 400.64 0.4094 41005.50 0.4515 45222.57 0.4373 43795.33

mul32 166235.89 1602.56 0.3904 156409.86 0.4498 180219.10 0.4351 174333.74

C1355 5163.54 53.59 0.3779 5062.92 0.4261 5707.99 0.4058 5436.64

C1908 5957.64 66.09 0.3417 5645.74 0.4280 7071.99 0.4090 6756.85

C3540 13966.75 175.03 0.2809 12291.48 0.3586 15691.77 0.3281 14354.56

C432 2985.67 29.22 0.3862 2821.19 0.4468 3263.71 0.4331 3163.47

C499 6085.72 61.69 0.3794 5851.30 0.4301 6633.53 0.4120 6354.57

C6288 41860.77 430.24 0.3582 38527.99 0.4354 46832.16 0.4173 44880.26

C880 5200.12 54.78 0.3540 4848.03 0.4465 6115.32 0.4318 5913.98
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the informationalenergy,the averageswitching activity was 0.1683.Comparingthese

resultsagainstthe exactvalueof 0.1734obtainedby behavioralsimulation,the overall

error in estimating the averageswitching activities using entropy and informational

energy is 0.0071 and 0.0051, respectively.

Figure 4.20 A data-path example

Our techniquecanalsobe appliedto analyzedifferent implementationsof the same

designin orderto trade-offpowerfor area,speedor testability.Supposewe selectfrom

thedata-pathin Figure4.20only thepartwhich computesu1. In Figure4.21we give two

possibleimplementationsof the selectedpart of the data-path.Oneis the sameasabove

and the other is obtainedusing commonalgebraictechniquessuchas factorizationand

commonsubexpressionelimination.All the primary inputswereassumedto be random

(exceptinputs‘3’ and‘dx’ which areconstants).Eachadderor multiplier is labelledwith

its averageswitching activity value SW. In the first case,applying the compositional
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technique based on entropy, we obtain an average switching activity of 0.186, whilst

using informational energy this value is 0.197. For the second implementation, the

corresponding values are 0.242 from entropy and 0.282 from informational energy which

show an average increase in switching activity of 30%. However, considering the module

capacitance of adders and multipliers (as given in Table 4.6), we actually get a total

switched capacitance of 331.15 for the first design and 268.88 for the second one (using

entropy-based estimations). This means a decrease of 19%, and thus, the second design

seems to be a better choice as far as power consumption is concerned.

Figure 4.21  Comparison between two possible implementations
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4.6  Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed two new measures to estimate the power consumption

in logic- or RT-level digital circuits. Their foundation relies on statistical modeling of the

circuit behavior and seems to successfully overcome the lack of information which

characterizes higher levels of abstraction. The accuracy of the model is investigated using

common benchmarks for pseudorandom input sequences. As shown, the average

switching activity may be predicted without simulation using either entropy or

informational energy averages; the error in prediction is generally small enough to be

satisfactory in practice.
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Chapter 5   Probabilistic Analysis of FSMs
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5.1  Introduction

In the last decade,probabilisticapproacheshave received a lot of attentionas a viable

alternative to deterministic techniquesfor analyzing complex digital systems.Logic

synthesis[48], verification [17], testing[52] and more recently, low-power design[18]

havebenefitedfrom usingprobabilistictechniques.In particular, thebehavior of FSMshas

been investigated using concepts from the Markov chain (MC) theory.

Studyingthebehavior of theMC providesuswith differentvariablesof interestfor the

original FSM. In this direction,[19][60] areexcellent referenceswheresteady-stateand

transition probabilities (as variablesof interest) are estimatedfor large FSMs. Both

techniquesare analytical in nature but, in order to managecomplexity, make some

simplifying assumptions,temporalindependenceof the primary inputs being the most

notableone.This latterassumptionlimits theapplicabilityof theresults.As we will show

in this chapter, temporalcorrelationslongerthanonetime stepcansignificantlyaffect the

overall behavior of the FSM and thereforeresult in very different valuesfor the actual

transitionprobabilitiescomparedto thosepredictedin [19][60]. More interestingly, it will

beshown thatif oneignorestheeffect of finite-orderstatisticsat theprimaryinputsof the

FSM, it is possible to wrongly predict non-zerosteady-stateprobabilities for some

transientstates(which normally occur in the beginning of operation,but disappearonce

the machinereachesits steady-stateregime). This kind of erroneouspredictionfor the

stateoccupationprobabilitiesis especiallyharmful in timing verification,whenonetries

to find the probability of occurrenceof an event relatedto a stateor transition in the

circuit. Knowledge of correct stateoccupancy probabilities is also important in state
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assignment,re-encoding for low-power and power estimation via probabilistic or

statistical approaches.

Addressingtheseissues,the presentchapterextendsthe previous work reportedin

[19] to explicitly incorporatecomplex spatiotemporalcorrelationsin steady-stateand

transition probabilities calculation for FSMs. The analysis itself relies on time-

homogeneous discrete-parameter MCs which are used in two different ways:

• first, an input modelingMC is usedto model the binary input streamthat typifies the

application data (called alsotrace) feeding the target FSM1;

• second,a compositeMC is usedto model the serialconnectionof the input-modeling

MC and the MC associated with the FSM itself.

In fact,usingthejoint transitionprobabilitiesof theprimaryinputsandinternalstates

in the target machine,thesetwo modelscanbe merged.More precisely, if the sequence

feedingthe target circuit hastemporalcorrelationsof orderk, thena lag-k MC modelof

thesequencewill suffice to modelcorrectlythejoint transitionprobabilitiesof theprimary

inputsandinternalstatesin thetargetcircuit. As a consequence,we canusethis accurate

model to solve the set Chapman-Kolmogorov equationsand, once the solution is

determined, one can derive the state occupancy probabilities in a straightforward manner.

Studyingthe compositeMC requiresreachabilityanalysison the target machine.At

this point, our work differs substantiallyfrom what otherresearchershave consideredin

the past, in the sensethat our reachabilityanalysisis constrainedby the actual input

1. We point out thatalthoughtheMarkov modelis derived for a particularinput trace,it is completelygeneralandrepre-
sents in a compact form the whole class of input sequences having the same characteristics.
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sequenceand accountsfor the very specificway in which the input sourceexcites the

target FSM.

Last but not least,MC analysisinvolvessophisticatednumericaltechniques;to date,

Gauss-Jacobiand power methodhave beenextensively usedin steady-stateprobability

calculation [19]. We present instead two different algorithms based on stochastic

complementation and iterative aggregation/disaggregation, which provides,asidefrom a

deepinsight into theoreticalaspectsof MC analysis,anefficient solutionfor a largeclass

of MCs, i.e. nearly completely decomposable (NCD) systems.The researchpresentedin

this chapter thus improves the state-of-the-art in two ways:

• first, basedon high-order Markov models, it shows aneffective analyticway to account

for spatial and temporalcorrelationsof the input sequenceon steady-stateprobability

calculation in standard FSMs;

• second,usingtheconceptof constrained reachability analysis, it shows how thecorrect

set of Chapman-Kolmogorov equations can be constructed;

• third, basedon stochastic complementation and iterative aggregation/disaggregation

techniques,it presentsexact andapproximate techniquesfor finding the stateoccupancy

probabilities in the target machine.

Thischapteris organizedasfollows.In Section5.2weformulatetheproblemwewant

to solve and present the basic Markov model. Section5.3 focuses on constrained

reachabilityanalysisissue.In Section5.4 we presentexactandapproximatemethodsfor

steady-stateprobabilitiescalculation,andwe point out someissuesregardingcomplexity
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and convergenceof algorithms. Finally, we present some experimentalresults for

commonsequentialbenchmarks,andweconcludeby summarizingourmaincontribution.

5.2  FSM steady-state analysis: problem formulation

In this section,we introduceformally the problemwe have to solve andwe presenttwo

Markov modelsthatweuseto solve it: onemodelis theMC associatedto thestatelinesof

the FSM andanotheroneis the MC that modelsthe input sequencethat feedsthe target

FSM. Within this framework, we also analyzethe effects of input statisticson FSM

behavior.

5.2.1  FSM characterization

As usedby Hachtelet al. in [17], theprobabilisticbehavior of anFSM canbestudiedby

regardingits statetransitiongraph(STG)asa MC. More precisely, attachingto eachout-

goingedgeof eachstatein thetargetFSM a transitionprobabilitythatcorrespondsto that

particular transition,one actually obtainsa MC as definedin Chapter2. Furthermore,

studyingthe behavior of the underlyingMC providesus differentvariablesof interestin

the original FSM. For instance,we may be interestedin defining the MC associatedto

statelines of the FSM (denotedby { sn} n ≥ 0) because,by virtue of Proposition2.2 in

Chapter2, we mayfind thestateoccupationprobabilitiesfor themachine.To this end,the

equation to solve is:

(5.1)π QS⋅ π= wi th πi 1=
all i
∑
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whereπ andQS = (pij) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m denotethestationarydistributionandthetransitionmatrix

of the chain, respectively.

To setup theabove QS matrix, theauthorsin [17] considerthatall input combinations

areequiprobableduring the normaloperationof the machineandtherefore,the one-step

transition probability matrix can be obtained from the transition relation in a

straightforwardmanner. However, in practice,thesituationcanbequitedifferent:different

input sequencesmay exercise the machine in different ways and thus produce

substantiallydifferentSTGstructures.Dueto thefeedbacklines,thebehavior of thestate

linesthemselvesis stronglydependenton thecharacteristicof theinput sequencespresent

at primary inputsandtherefore,to setup the QS matrix which actuallyaccountsfor the

influenceof correlationsat theprimary inputson thestatelinesof theFSM is a key (and

nontrivial!) task. To constructthe exact QS matrix that correspondsto the actual input

trace,wealsoassociateafinite-orderMC to theprimaryinputstream;weassumethatthis

MC is describedby the matrix QX = (qij)1 ≤ i, j ≤ l. To seewhat differencecanmake the

actual input sequence in FSM analysis, let us consider the following example.

Example 5.1 Let S1 and S2 be two 2-bit sequences,of length 48, as shown in

Figure5.1(a). Thesetwo sequences,have exactly the sameset of first-order temporal

statisticsthat is, they cannotbe distinguishedas far as wordwise one-steptransition

probabilitiesareconcerned.In fact, in Figure5.1(b) we provide the wordwisetransition

graphfor thesetwo sequences.Eachnodein this graphis associatedto a distinctpattern

thatoccursin S1 andS2 (thetopmostbit is themostsignificantone,e.g.in S1, v1 = ‘1’, v2
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= ‘2’, v3 = ‘3’,..., v48 = ‘1’). Eachedgerepresentsavalid transitionbetweenany two valid

patternsandhasanonzeroprobabilityassociatedwith it. For instance,thepattern‘3’ in S1

and S2 is always followed by ‘1’ (thus the edgebetweennodes‘3’ and ‘1’ has the

probability 1) whereas it is equally likely to have either ‘0’, ‘2’ or ‘1’ after pattern ‘1’.

Figure 5.1 Two sequences with the same first-order characteristics

Startingwith different initial statesand using a randomnumbergeneratorwe may, of

course,generateothersequencesequivalentwith S1 andS2 asfarastheone-steptransition

probabilitiesare concerned.We can then seethe graph in Figure5.1(b) as a compact,

canonical,characterizationof sequencesS1 andS2. Supposethatwe want to computethe

occurrenceprobabilityof stringv = ‘01 10’ thatis, theprobabilitythattransition1 → 2 is

takingplacein S1. To this effect,we just use which gives

usthevalueof 1/6.If weareinterestedin finding thetwo-steptransitionprobability0 → 1

→ 1 in S2, thenweusetheformula , andthen

we get the value of 1/6.

If we considernow that thesequenceS1 is appliedto thebenchmarkdk17, thenusing

the STG-basedcalculationswhenall input combinationsareequallylikely to occur, one

can find the matrix shown in Figure5.2(b). On the other hand, simulating the actual

S1

v48 ... v3v2v1

0110110110000110000001101100000000001100000000110
          1101101101111101101011011010111010111010110101101

S2
            001100001100001100001100001100001100001100001100
            011011011011011011011011011011011011011011011011

    0.33

  1
  0 1

    2

(a) (b)

    3

0.33

0.33

1

1

p v( ) p v1v2( ) p v1( ) p v2 v1( )⋅= =

p v( ) p v1v2v3( ) p v1( ) p v2 v1( ) p v3 v2v1( )⋅ ⋅= =
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sequenceS1 and analyzing the state occupancy probabilities of the circuit, one can

construct the matrixQS
trace shown in Figure5.2(c).

Figure 5.2 Building theQS matrix in two different hypotheses

Obviously, solving equation(5.1) for thesetwo matriceswill result in two very different

solutions:the matrix in Figure5.2(b) gives the solution of equation(5.1) as [0.22 0.15

0.01 0.25 0.17 0.15 0.04 0.01], while in the secondcasewe get the solution [0.12 0.08

0.42 0.26 0.09 0.02 0.02]. This shows that accountingfor correlationsat the primary

inputsis importantfor calculatingsteady-stateprobabilitydistributionof theFSM.In fact,

this type of dependenceis mentionedby the authorsin [19] but they accountfor it only

from a signalprobability perspective. More precisely, they allow certainsignalsin their

analysisto befixedat0 or 1 or haveasignalprobabilitydifferentthat0.5andfor thisnew

STG (obtainedfrom the original oneby deletingsomeedges),they performsteady-state

probabilityanalysisusingthepower methodfor theunderlyingmatrix QS. Obviously, this

solutionhasonly limited applicabilitybecauseit is verycommonin practiceto havemuch

QS
equi

0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0

0 0.25 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 0

0 0.25 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 0

0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0

0.75 0 0 0.25 0 0 0 0

0.5 0 0 0.25 0 0 0.25 0

0.5 0 0.25 0 0 0 0 0.25

0.5 0 0 0.25 0.25 0 0 0

=

b( )

QS
trace

0 0.47 0 0 0.53 0 0

0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0 0

0 0 0.39 0.61 0 0 0

0.46 0 0.54 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.77 0 0 0.23 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0.33 0 0.33 0.33 0 0 0

=

c( )

S1

v48 ... v3v2v1

0110110110000110000001101100000000001100000000110
          1101101101111101101011011010111010111010110101101

(a)
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more complicated temporal correlations among at the primary input lines. In the

following, we investigate the effect of input statistics on FSM behavior.

5.2.2  The effect of input sequence on FSM behavior

Referringto thegeneralFSM in Figure5.3,we proposedup to this point two interacting

Markov models:onefor the primary inputs{ xn} n ≥ 0 (which characterizesthe trace)and

anotherone,dependenton the first one,for the statelines { sn} n ≥ 0 (which characterizes

the machineitself). In fact, thesetwo modelscan be conceptuallymerged via the joint

probabilitiesp(xnsn) and p(xnsnxn-1sn-1); as we can seein Figure5.3, they completely

characterize the input that feeds the next state and the output logic of the target circuit.

Figure 5.3 Modeling the target FSM

Under the general assumption of ergodicity we can prove the following result:

Theorem 5.1 If the sequencefeedinga target sequentialcircuit hasorderk, thena lag-k

MC which correctly models the input sequence,also correctly models the k-step

conditionalprobabilitiesof theprimary inputsandinternalstatesin thetargetcircuit, that

is p(xnsn|xn-1sn-1xn-2sn-2...xn-ksn-k) = p(xn|xn-1xn-2...xn-k).

Proof: Let be the joint transitionprobability for inputs and

states over k consecutive time steps. Then we have:

Logic

 FFs

zn = out(xn,sn)

sn sn+1 = next(xn,sn)

     p(xnsn)

 xn

p xnsnxn 1– sn 1– …xn k– sn k–( )
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(5.2)

For the first alternative we have:

(5.3)

Sincexn is a lag-k MC, xn dependsonly on xn-1, xn-2,..., xn-k. On theotherhand,sn-k is a

function of xn-k-1 and sn-k-1. Thus, when xn-1, xn-2,..., xn-k are fixed, xn and sn-k are

independent, that is:

or equivalently, using equation (5.3), we obtain:

.

Dividing bothsidesby p(xn-1xn-2...xn-ksn-k) andusingthesecondpartof equation(5.3)we

obtain exactly p(xnsn|xn-1sn-1xn-2sn-2...xn-ksn-k) = p(xn|xn-1xn-2...xn-k). For the second

alternative, if xnsnxn-1sn-1xn-2sn-2...xn-ksn-k is not a valid sequence,thenp(xnsn|xn-1sn-1xn-

2sn-2...xn-ksn-k) = 0 and this concludes our proof.■

We notethereforethat preservingorder-k statisticsimplies alsothat order-k statistics

will becapturedfor inputsandstates.In general,modelinganorder-k sourceby a lower

order source may introduce large inaccuracies as shown in the next example.

Example 5.2 We consideronceagain the sequencesS1 andS2 that feedthe benchmark

dk17 andillustratethat indeed,if the input sequencehasordertwo, thenmodelingit asa

lag-oneMC will not preserve the first-orderjoint transitionprobabilities(primary inputs

andinternalstates)in the target circuit. We simulatedthebenchmarkdk17 (startingwith

p xnsn…xn k– sn k–( )
p xnxn 1– …xn k– sn k–( ) i f next xi si,( ) si 1+= i n k– … n 1–,,=

0 otherwise



=

p xnsn…xn k– sn k–( ) p xnxn 1– …xn k– sn k–( ) p xnsn k– xn 1– …xn k–( ) p xn 1– …xn k–( )⋅= =

p xnsn k– xn 1– xn 2– …xn k–( ) p xn xn 1– xn 2– …xn k–( ) p sn k– xn 1– xn 2– …xn k–( )⋅=

p xnsn…xn k– sn k–( ) p xn xn 1– xn 2– …xn k–( ) p xn 1– xn 2– …xn k– sn k–( )⋅=
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thesameinitial state‘19’) for bothsequencesandwe presentin Figure5.4 (Figure5.4(a)

is for S1 andFigure5.4(b)is for S2) thewordwisetransitiongraphsobtainedfor thesignal

lines (xnsn).

Figure 5.4 The MCs for the input and state lines

Thebenchmarkdk17has2 primary inputsand3 FFsthereforein Figure5.4,any nodeis

decimally encodedusing 5 bits. For instance,the initial state ‘19’ correspondsto the

binary code‘10011’ that is, ‘10’ for primary inputsand‘011’ for statelines.After that,

applying‘11’ on the primary inputs,the presentstatebecomes‘011’, thereforewe enter

thenode‘11011’ = 27 in Figure5.4.As we cansee,becauseS1 canbemodeledasa first

orderMarkov source,while S2 mustbe modeledasa secondorderMarkov source,the

correspondingtransitiongraphsare quite different.From a practicalpoint of view, this

meansthat if oneunderestimatesa high-ordersource(for instance,assumingthatsecond-

or higher-order temporal correlationsare not important), then one may end up not

preserving even the first-order transition probabilities in the target circuit.

To concludethis section,we notethat thesefindings not only clarify the relationship

betweenthe primary inputs and statelines of the FSM, but also provide a theoretical

19     27

    12

   1

10.5

11

    3
0.5

1
    1

19     27

    12

   1

10.29

11

    3
0.42

     1

 0

 8  4

 1 13

20 24
1

  1
0.25

0.29 0.33

1

0.33  0.67

 1 0.375

 0.33

 0.33

  0.33

(a) (b)

0.67
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justification for considering high-order temporal models in steady-state probability

analysis of FSMs.

5.3  Sequence-driven reachability analysis

In this section we will first present a theoretical framework for sequence-driven

reachability analysis, followed by a practical solution to this problem. We point out that

sequence-driven reachability analysis differs from classical reachability analysis in that it

accounts for constraints on the inputs, that is, the possible set of input vectors applicable to

the circuit and their sequencing.

In Chapter 3 it has been shown that to any first-order MC, one can associate a

Stochastic Sequential Machine (SSM) that generates symbols according to the conditional

probabilities of the initial MC. Specifically, a synthesis procedure for the SSM modeling

the input sequence has been proposed by the authors. Based on this synthesis procedure,

the target FSM and its input can be viewed as in Figure 5.5(a).

Figure 5.5 A model for FSM analysis using input sequence modeling

The primary inputs of the SSM in Figure 5.5(a) (called auxiliary inputs) are generated

according to a probability distribution such that the states of the SSM have exactly the

behavior of the inputs of the target FSM. Thus, the analysis can be done on the product

machine (input SSM, target FSM) which has temporally uncorrelated inputs with a

Input SSM
FFs

auxiliary
inputs

Target FSM
FFs     logic      logic

INPUT SSM TARGET FSM

logic

 FFs

zn = out(xn,sn)

sn

sn+1 = next(xn,sn)     p(xnsn)

 xn

(a) (b)

Target
FSM
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prescribed probability distribution. What we are interested in, is the probability

distribution on the state lines of the target FSM.

Referring to the generalFSM in Figure5.5(b), we proposedup to this point two

interactingMarkov models:onefor theprimary inputs{ xn} n ≥ 0 (which characterizesthe

trace)andanotherone,for thestatelines{ sn} n ≥ 0 (whichcharacterizesthebehavior of the

machineitself). In fact, thesetwo modelscanbeconceptuallymergedvia joint transition

probabilities and ; as we can see in Figure5.5(b), these

probabilitiescompletelycharacterizethe input that feedsthe next stateand the output

logic of the target circuit.

To make the presentationmore clear, we introduce a new formulation basedon

matrices,mostly becausethis is a convenientnotationfor our purpose.As we canseein

Figure5.5(b), the first-order MC at the primary inputs xn can be characterizedby the

matrix of conditionalprobabilities , where and{ v1,

v2,..., vl} representsthesetof possibleinput patterns.On theotherhand,theMC defined

jointly for theprimary inputsandstatelines{ xnsn} n≥0 canbecharacterizedby thematrix

, where and { u1, u2,..., um}

representsthesetof reachablestates.(QXS is thestochasticmatrix of theproductmachine

mentionedabove.) From this joint characterization,we can easily derive the state

probabilitiesas: which is actually our variableof interest.Basedon

p xnsn( ) p xnsnxn 1– sn 1–( )

QX qij( )
1 i j, l≤ ≤

= qij p xn v j= xn 1– vi=( )=

QXS rip jq,( )
1 i j, l≤ ≤

1 p q, m≤ ≤

= rip jq, p xnsn v juq= xn 1– sn 1– viup=( )=

p sn( ) p xnsn( )
all xn

∑=
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Theorem3.1, thefollowing resultprovidesthestartingpoint in finding thecorrectmatrix

QXS.

Proposition 5.1 The matrix QXS can be written in the form ,

where{ Bi} 1≤i≤l is a set of m×m degenerate1 stochasticmatricesdefining the next state

functionfor inputvi; specifically, if then . ■

Corollary 5.1 Theproductmachine(input SSM, target FSM) (asin Figure5.5(a))is alsoa

SSMwhoseauxiliary inputsareexcitedusingthesameprobabilitydistribution astheone

used for the input SSM.

Proof: FromTheorem3.1, whereUi’saredegeneratestochasticmatrices.

We canthereforewrite whereVi’s aredegeneratematriceshaving theform

; Bi’s areasin Proposition5.1 and aretheelementsof matrix

Ui. ■

1.   That is, the elements of theBi matrices are only 0 or 1.

QXS

q11B1 q12B1 … q1lB1

q21B2 q22B2 … q2lB2

… … …
ql1Bl ql2Bl … qllBl

=

Bi bpq
i

 
 

1 p q, m≤ ≤
= bpq

i 1 i f next vi up,( ) uq=

0 otherwise








=

QX pi U i⋅
i

∑=

QXS pi Vi⋅

i
∑=

Vi

u11
i

B1 u12
i

B1 … u1l
i

B1

u21
i

B2 u22
i

B2 … u2l
i

B2

… … …

ul1
i

Bl ul2
i

Bl … ull
i

Bl

= u jk
i
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Fromthis point on, in orderto computethesteady-stateprobability for thestatelines

of thetargetmachine,we canapplyany existing approachthatcomputestheprobabilities

for the statesof the productmachine(input SSM, target FSM) which hasthe virtue of

having temporallyuncorrelatedinputs.However, thisapproachcanbevery inefficient: the

task of synthesizingthe exact input SSM may requirehugememoryand computation

time. Instead,we proposeto model the input as a Dynamic Markov Tree of order 1

(DMT1) [37].

TheDMT1 modelcontainsinformationaboutnot only thepossiblebinaryvectorsthat

can appear on the inputs of the FSM, but also the sequencingof these vectors.

Additionally, the wordwise conditional probabilities for the primary inputs are easily

extracted from such a model. The benefitsof using DMT1 for input modeling are

threefold:

• first, the structureDMT1 is constructed“on demand”,thereforeit offers a very

compact representation;

• second, the model provides a set of parametersthat completely capture

spatiotemporal correlations;

• third, its structureis compatiblewith thatof Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [4]

which have beensuccessfullyusedin reachabilityanalysisfor FSMs[9][58]. To seehow

these advantages can be exploited, let us take the following example.

Example 5.3 For thesequenceS1 in Figure5.1, theDMT1 is given in Figure5.6(a).The

nodelabels(a0, b0) representthe variablesencodingthe input bits for the currenttime
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step,whereas(a1, b1) correspondto thenext time step.Left edgesareassociatedwith bits

equalto 0, right edgesto bits equalto 1. Eachedgethat entersa nodeis labeledwith a

positive count that representsthe numberof times the substringfrom the root to that

particularnodeappearedin theoriginal sequence.Theupperhalf of this DMT1 captures

the statisticsof order zero for the input sequence,whereasthe lower half capturesthe

sequencingbetweenany two consecutive vectors.Basedon this informationandon the

edgecounts,we caneasilycomputethe conditionalor steady-stateprobabilitiesfor the

inputs.For example,p (00) = 5/48(5 denotesthenumberof times00 appearsin theinput

sequenceand48 is thetotal lengthof thesequence)andp (01|01)= p (0101)/ p (01) = 9/

27.Also, for theaboveDMT1, thecorrespondingBDD is depictedin Figure5.6(b).Every

possiblecombinationwith non-zeroprobabilityof occurrencein DMT1 is partof theON-

set of the corresponding BDD; everything else, represents the OFF-set.

Figure 5.6 The tree DMT1 and the corresponding BDD

TheBDD correspondingto a givenDMT1 actuallyrepresentsthetransitionrelationδ

of the machine that models the input to the target FSM (that is “ INPUT SSM” in

Figure5.5(a)).Having this representationfor the input, our task is then to find all the

reachablecombinations(input, state). Let B = {0, 1}, N the numberof primary input

32 16

5 27

5

5

18 9

9 99

8 8

8 8

8 8
0 1

a0

b0 b0

a1 a1 a1 a1

b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1 b1

a1 a1 a1

b0 b0

a0

(a) (b)
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variablesand δ: BNx BN→ B definedasδ (x-, x+) = 1 if vectorx+ canfollow x- on the

input modeledas a lag-oneMC (that is, if the correspondingconditionalprobability is

non-zero)andzerootherwise.Also, let M bethenumberof statevariablesandnext: BMx

BN→ BM be the next statefunction of the FSM. Then, we may employ the following

standardprocedure[58] to computethesetC of reachablecombinations(input, state) for

the given FSM and input characterization:

C0 = {(x0, s0) | x0 is any possible initial input,s0 is any possible initial state}

Ci+1 = Ci ∪ {(x, s) | ∃ (x’, s’) ∈ Ci s.t.δ (x’, x) = 1 andnext (s’, x’) = s}

C = Ci if Ci = Ci+1.

Example 5.4 Let’s assumethat C0 = {(01, 011)} for circuit dk17. Applying the above

algorithm,we get successively C1 = C0 ∪ {(00, 100), (01, 100), (10, 100)}, C2 = C1 ∪

{(01, 000), (00, 011), (10, 011), (11, 000)},..., C7 = C6 = C = {(01, 000), (11, 000), (00,

001),(01, 001),(10, 001),(00, 011),(01, 011),(10, 011),(11, 011),(00, 100),(01, 100),

(10, 100), (01, 101), (11, 101), (01, 110), (00, 111), (01, 111), (10, 111)}.

The above stepscan be performedcompletelysymbolically with the aid of BDDs

[9][58]. After having the completesetC of possible(input, state) combinations,we can

easilybuild thematrix QXS basedon Proposition5.1.We shouldpoint out that in general,

the matrix QXS 1) may have transientstatesor 2) may be decomposable.However, these

canbe dealtwith in a similar way to the approachpresentedin [19] where:1) transient

statesareeliminatedand2) theproblemis reducedto finding thesteadystatedistribution

for eachstronglyconnectedcomponentof the underlyingMC. In what follows we will
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thus refer only to irreducible MCs or matrices,that is those in which each state is

reachablefrom any other state in a finite number of steps.This hypothesishas no

theoreticallimitation to be extendedto the caseof reducibleMCs or MCs with multiple

components.

This sectionhasdealtonly with constrainedreachabilityanalysisfor inputsmodeled

aslag-oneMCs.However, all theresultscanbeeasilygeneralizedto lag-k MCs usingthe

result in Proposition 2.1.

5.4  Steady-state probability computation

We have constructedby now thecorrectmatrix QXS (which completelycharacterizesthe

FSM behavior) andarethereforereadyto solve thebasicequationπ·QXS = π (with Σπi =

1). To this end,we first presentan exact approachbasedon stochasticcomplementation

and after that, becausein practice QXS can be a fairly large matrix, we describean

approximate method based on iterative aggregation/disaggregation techniques.

5.4.1  Classical methods

Finding the stationarydistribution of MCs with relatively few statesis not a difficult

problemandstandardtechniquesbasedon solving systemsof linear equationsdo exist

[55]. In orderto find thestationarydistribution of a MC, onecanalwaysemploy director

iterative methodsto solve the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.The direct methods(e.g

Gaussianelimination,LU decomposition)alwaysprovide the resultin a fixednumberof

steps.Ontheotherhand,iterativemethods(e.g.powermethod,Jacobi,Gauss-Seidel)start

with aninitial approximationof thesolutionanditeratively improve on it. Thenumberof
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iterationsuntil convergencedependson theactualcharacteristicsof thematrix. However,

bothtypesof methodswork with thestochasticmatrixasawhole.Whenthematrixsizeis

large,we mustresortto decompositionalmethodsthat try to solve smallerproblemsand

then aggregate their solutions to find the needed stationary distribution.

5.4.2  Stochastic complementation

For large-scaleproblems, it is only natural to attempt to somehow uncouple (or

decompose)the original MC into smallerchains(which are thereforeeasierto analyze)

andfinally, having thesepartialsolutions,to producetheglobalstationarydistribution that

correspondsto theoriginal chain.Thestochasticcomplementationapproachprovidesthe

theoreticalbasis for uncoupling MCs and furthermore,when applied to matrix QXS,

provides as a by-product the matrixQS as we shall see later in one of our results.

Definition 5.1 (stochasticcomplement)[39] Let Q bea n×n irreduciblestochasticmatrix

partitioned as

(5.4)

whereall diagonalblocksaresquare.For a givenindex i, let Qi denotetheprincipalblock

submatrixof Q obtainedby deletingthe ith row andith columnof blocksfrom Q, andlet

Qi* andQ*i designate:

(5.5)

Q

Q11 Q12 … Q1p

Q21 Q22 … Q2p

… …
Qp1 Qp2 … Qpp

=

Q
i∗ Qi1Qi2…Qi i 1–, Qi i 1+, …Qip( )= and Q* i Q1i : Qi 1 i,– Qi 1 i,+ : Qpi

T
=
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That is, Qi* is the ith row of blockswith Qii removedandQ*i is the ith columnof blocks

with Qii  removed. The stochastic complement ofQii  is defined to be the matrix

(5.6)

whereI is the unit matrix.

It canbeshown thateverystochasticcomplementin Q is alsoanirreduciblematrix. In

addition, the following theorem has been proved [39]:

Theorem 5.2 Let Q be an n×n irreduciblestochasticmatrix as in equation(5.4) whose

stationaryprobabilityvectorπ canbewrittenas with Φi·e= 1 for i =

1, 2,...,p; e is a columnvectordefinedas:e = (1,1,...,1)T. ThenΦi is theuniquestationary

probability vectorfor the stochasticcomplementSii andξ = (ξ1, ξ2,…, ξp) is the unique

stationaryprobability vector for the p×p irreducible stochasticmatrix A (called the

coupling matrix) whose entries are defined byaij  = Φi ·Qij·e. ■

The couplingmatrix A correspondsto the MC in which statesbelongingto the same

set of the partition are collapsedin a single state.Thus, ξ describesthe steady-state

probability of being in sucha setof states.Using this importanttheorem,the following

exact procedurecanbe usedto computethe stationaryprobability vector. (The input for

this procedure is theQ matrix given in Definition 5.1).

Si i Qi i Q
i∗ I Qi–( ) 1–

Q* i⋅ ⋅+=

π ξ1Φ1 ξ2Φ3, … ξpΦp,,( )=
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Figure 5.7 The stochastic complementation algorithm

Example 5.5 Let’s consider the following matrix described in [10]:

Assumingthat the statesarepartitionedas{(1, 2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7, 8)}, we computethe

stochastic complements as in step 2. For example,

and its left eigenvector is

. Doing the samefor all stochasticcomplements(S22 andS33), we

canproceedto steps4 and5 whichcomputethecouplingmatrixandits left eigenvectorξ.

Weget andξ = [0.223330.276670.50000].Usingξ andΦi’s,we

can now computethe exact stationaryprobability distribution as π = [0.0893 0.0928

0.0405 0.1585 0.1189 0.1204 0.2778 0.1018].

1. Partition Q into ap×p block matrix with square diagonal blocks.
2. Form the stochastic complement of each diagonal block:

Sii = Pii + Pi* (I-Pi)
-1P*i, i = 1, 2,...,p.

3. Compute the stationary probability vector of each stochastic complement:
Φi·Sii = Φi; Φi·e = 1, i = 1, 2,...,p.

4. Form the coupling matrixA whose elements are given by:
aij = Φi·Qij·e.

5. Compute the stationary probability vector ofA:
ξ·A = ξ; ξ·e = 1.

6. Construct the stationary probability vector ofQ as:
π = (ξ1Φ1, ξ2Φ2,…, ξpΦp).

Q

0.85 0.0 0.149 0.0009 0.0 0.00005 0.0 0.00005

0.1 0.65 0.249 0.0 0.0009 0.00005 0.0 0.00005

0.1 0.8 0.0996 0.0003 0.0 0.0 0.0001 0.0

0.0 0.0004 0.0 0.7 0.2995 0.0 0.0001 0.0

0.0005 0.0 0.0004 0.399 0.6 0.0001 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.00005 0.0 0.0 0.00005 0.6 0.2499 0.15

0.00003 0.0 0.000030.00004 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.0999

0.0 0.00005 0.0 0.0 0.00005 0.1999 0.25 0.55

=

S11 Q11 Q12 Q13[ ]
I Q22– Q– 23

Q– 32 I Q33–

1–
Q21

Q31

⋅ ⋅+
0.85030.00040.1493

0.10030.65040.2493

0.10010.80020.0997

= =

Φ1 0.40120.41680.1819=

A
0.999110.000790.00010

0.000610.999290.00010

0.000060.000040.99990

=
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Wepointout thattheanalysisbasedonstochasticcomplementationdoesnotdependin

any way on matrix Q being NCD and when implementingthe stochasticcomplement

approach,we may choosea partitioningsolutionthat is convenientfor us. For instance,

basedon the functionality of the FSM, we may partition matrix QXS such that all

combinationsXS having thesameS areclusteredin thesameblock.Thereasonfor doing

sois thatthis waymatrix A in thestochasticcomplementalgorithmbecomespreciselythe

matrix QS (that is, the transitionmatrix associatedwith thestatelines in theFSM) andξ

represents therefore the state occupancy probability we are looking for.

Theorem 5.3 If thestochasticcomplementationalgorithmis appliedto matrixQXS andthe

partitioningis donesuchthatcombinations(xi, si), (xj, sj) areclusteredin thesameblock if

andonly if si = sj, thenA is thematrixassociatedwith theMC for thestatelinesQS andthe

corresponding probability distribution is given byξ.

Proof: From the definition of the couplingmatrix, A representsthe stochasticmatrix for

the MC when all states(in our case,(xi, si) combinations)belongingto one subsetare

collapsedinto asinglestate.Since(xi, si) and(xj, sj) arein thesamesubsetif andonly if si

= sj, the statesof the collapsedMC areexactly { sn} n ≥ 0, that is, the statesof the target

FSM. Also, their probability distribution is given byξ. ■

This important result justifies basically the applicability of stochastic

complementationto FSManalysis.Wealsonotethatthismethodhastheimportantfeature

of beingexact, but unfortunately, in the worst caseis computationallyinefficient. More

precisely, step2 is thebottleneckbecauseit involvestheinversionof a largematrix, thatis
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(I - Pi). However, the contribution of the stochastic complementation method lies

primarily in the insight it provides into theoretical aspects of NCD systems.

5.4.3  Iterative aggregation/disaggregation

In this section, we present an iterative algorithm based on approximate decomposition that

rapidly converges to the exact solution when the MC is NCD. The pioneering work on

NCD systems comes from Simon and Ando [54] who studied the dynamic behavior of

linear systems. The concept was later extended to performance analysis of computer

systems by Courtois [10]. The whole idea behind the dynamic behavior of NCD systems is

the existence of two regimes:

- a short-run dynamics, when strong interactions within each subsystem are dominant

and quickly force each subsystem to a local equilibrium almost independently of what is

happening in the other subsystems;

- a long-run dynamics, when weak interactions among groups begin to become

important and the whole system moves toward a global equilibrium; in this global

equilibrium the relative values attained by the states at the end of the short-run dynamics

period are maintained.

As a consequence, the state space of the global MC can be partitioned into disjoint

sets, with strong interactions among the states of a subset, but with weak interactions

among the subsets themselves. This way, each subproblem can be solved separately and

the global solution is then constructed from partial solutions.
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Iterative aggregation/disaggregation (IAD) methodsareparticularlyusefulwhen the

global MC is NCD. More precisely, IAD methodswork on partitionedstatespaceasan

aggregation (or coupling) step followed by a disaggregation one. The coupling step

involvesgeneratingastochasticmatrixof block transitionprobabilities(calledcoupling or

aggregation matrix) and then determining its stationary probability vector. The

disaggregationstepcomputesanapproximationto theprobabilityof eachstateaggregated

in the previous stepwithin the sameblock. The basiciterative algorithmreferredin the

literature on numerical methods is called KMS (named after its authors Khoury-

McAllister-Stewart) [25] and is describedin Figure5.8 (once again, the input of the

algorithm is the matrixQ as in Definition 5.1).

Figure 5.8 The KMS algorithm

In this case,thepartitioningcriterionis purelynumerical.Statesareaggregatedwithin the

sameblock if they interactstronglyenoughto favor short-rundynamics.Thisway, theoff-

diagonalelementsin the global matrix aresmallerthanthosein the blockson the main

diagonalandtherefore,theinteractionsamongsubsetsareminimized.In practice,finding

1. Letπ(0) = (π1
(0), π2

(0),...,πp
(0)) be a given initial approximation to the solutionπ, and setm = 1.

2. ComputeΦ(m-1): for i = 1, 2,...,p do

(the norm is defined as: ).

3. Construct the aggregation matrixA(m-1) whose elements are given by:

(A(m-1))ij = Φi
(m-1)·Qij·e.

4. Solve the eigenvector problem:

ξ(m-1)·A(m-1) = ξ(m-1); ξ(m-1)·e = 1.
5.(a) Compute the row vector:

z(m) = (ξ1
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(m-1), ξ2
(m-1)Φ2

(m-1),…, ξp
(m-1)Φp

(m-1)).

   (b) Findπ(m): for k = 1, 2,...,p solve the system of equations:

6. Test for convergence: if the accuracy is sufficient, then stop and take π(m) as the solution vector;
                             otherwise, setm = m + 1 and go to step 2.
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the partitioningof a NCD stochasticmatrix is not a trivial task.Oneway to do it is to

ignore the entriesin the matrix that are less than somethresholdε and then find the

strongly connectedcomponentsof the underlying MC. Next, the threshold may be

increasedandthesameanalysisis doneon thecomponentsalreadyfound.Weshouldnote

that the lower the threshold,the higher the rateof convergence,at the expenseof larger

blocks.On the other hand,if we proceedin partitioning the statespacefurther until it

becomesmanageable,the convergencerateslows down dueto the larger thresholdused.

More formally, under fairly general conditions (see reference[25] for details), the

following result holds for NCD stochastic matrices:

Theorem 5.4 If thematrixQ is partitionedsuchthat||Qii||1 = O(1)and||Qij||1 = O(ε) for i ≠

j, thentheerror in theapproximatesolutionusingtheiterative aggregation/disaggregation

algorithm is reduced by a factor ofε at each iteration.■

Example 5.6 Consideringagain the Courtois matrix in Example5.5, we can seethat

taking 0.001as a thresholdvalue,we find threestrongly connectedcomponentsin the

underlyingMC: (1, 2, 3), (4, 5) and(6, 7, 8). Consideringthis partitioningfor matrix Q

(seethe form of matrix Q in Example5.5), applying the KMS algorithm producesthe

solutionwith errorlessthan 10-10 in only 3 iterations.More specifically, consideringas

initial approximation , we get , and

. Next, in step3, basedon thesevalues,we cancomputethe entriesof the

approximate aggregation matrix.

π 0( ) 1
8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
--- 1

8
---= Φ1

0( ) 1
3
--- 1

3
--- 1

3
---= Φ2

0( ) 1
2
--- 1

2
---=

Φ3
0( ) 1

3
--- 1

3
--- 1

3
---=
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For example, . Doing this for all

entries,we get thefollowing aggregationmatrix: which is also

astochasticmatrix. Its stationarydistribution is givenby andthus,

in step 5(a) we compute the row vector:

.

In step5(b) we solve for theblock componentsof π(1). For example,π1
(1) is thesolution

of the equation:

. Doing this for all componentsof π(1), we get as a first

approximationfor π: π(1) = [0.08740.09080.03960.15640.11740.11840.27310.1001].

After this step,the error of this estimate(definedas||πQ-π||2
1) is 9.3581e-6,that is, less

than 10-5. Continuing this process, the error becomes less than 10-10 after 3 iterations.

In practice,the KMS algorithmoffers the attractive featureof working on individual

blocksinsteadof thewholematrix QXS. As a consequence,its complexity per iterationis

given by O(nmax
3), where nmax is the maximumorder over all diagonalblocks in the

partitionedmatrixQXS. Comparedto theclassicalpowermethod(which is alsoiterative in

1. By definition, ||x||2 = .

A
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nature)[19], theKMS algorithmhasthesignificantadvantageof beingapplicableto any

irreducible MC (aperiodicor periodic)andalsohaving a higher rate of convergence for

NCD systems.In thesecases,a few iterationswill suffice for all practicalpurposes.We

should point out that we can always trade-off spaceversustime complexity: if the

partitioningis suchthatnmax is still too large,we canusea highervaluefor thethreshold

suchthat the sizeof the largestsubset(i.e. nmax) becomesmanageable.In this case,the

convergenceratewill besmallerandthus,thetime neededfor convergencewill increase.

Also, thesizeof thecouplingmatrixwill belargerandhencestep4 in theKMS algorithm

becomescritical. However, there is a solution to this latter problem:when solving the

Chapman-Kolmogorov equationsfor the coupling matrix, we can apply the KMS

algorithm in a recursive manner. This approach is called thehierarchical KMS algorithm.

5.5  Experimental results

In this sectionwe provide our experimentalresultsfor somecommonbenchmarkcircuits.

In particular, we comparetheprobabilitydistribution for thestateswheretheorderof the

input sequenceis assumedto beone,againstthecasewheretheactualorderof thesource

is taken into consideration.

We provide in Table5.1 the resultsobtainedfor stochasticcomplementationwhen

Fibonaccisequences(thatis, second-ordersequences)areappliedat theprimaryinputsof

somemcnc’91 andISCAS’89benchmarks.We wereforcedto considerat this point only

small benchmarksbecause,as pointed out in Section5.4, the exact methodbasedon

stochasticcomplementationis, in general,computationallyinefficient. For eachexample,
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an appropriatedynamicMarkov tree hasbeenbuilt and basedon it, a sequence-driven

reachability analysis has been performed. Using the obtained set of reachable

combinations(input, state) (denotedby #(x, s)), andsparsematrix techniques,thematrix

QXS has been built and further used to determine steady-stateprobabilities. The

partitioningwasdeterminedby thesamefunctionalcriterionasin Theorem5.3.We also

report for eachbenchmarkthe numberof reachedstates(#s) and their corresponding

probabilities..

In Table5.2,we reportour resultsobtainedwhenapplyingtheKMS algorithmfor an

extendedset of benchmarks.Once again, the input sequenceswere generatedusing

Fibonacciseries.For comparison,wealsoprovide theresultswhentheinput is considered

by default ashaving orderone.For eachcase,thesequence-drivenreachabilityanalysisis

carriedoutasaboveandthen,usingtheQXS matrix, theKMS algorithmis appliedusinga

numericalpartitioning criterion with a thresholdof 0.001. In all cases,we report the

numberof (input, state) combinationsreachedand the numberof reachedstates.The

numberof iterationsneededto convergefor anerrorlessthan10-5 was≤ 3 for thesecond-

order model and between7 and 15 for the first-ordermodel.The averagerun-time per

iterationwas2 sec.for eachblock-matrixon a Sparc20 workstation.For the largersized

matrices, the hierarchicalKMS algorithm was used. For comparison,for first-order

Table 5.1. Stochastic complementation for second-order input sequences
Circuit PIs/FFs #(x,s) #s State probability distribution

bbara 4/4 28 3 [0.5 0.25 0.25]

bbtas 2/3 18 6 [0.0556 0.3333 0.3333 0.0556 0.0556 0.1667]

dk17 2/3 6 2 [0.6667 0.3333]

donfile 2/5 9 5 [0.1667 0.1667 0.1667 0.1667 0.3333]

s400 3/21 12 3 [0.6667 0.1667 0.1667]

s526 3/21 17 9 [0.3333 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833 0.0833]
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models we also provide the maximum and mean percentageerrors obtained when

comparing the results to the actual second order model (MAX% and MEAN%).

As we can see,consideringthe input of the target FSM as having only one-step

temporalcorrelationsmaysignificantlyimpair theability of predictingthecorrectnumber

of reachedstates.In addition, for the subsetof statescorrectly found asbeing reached,

there is a significant error in the value of steady-stateprobabilities and total power

consumption.For example,whenexcited usinga second-ordertype of input, benchmark

planet hasa numberof 34 reachedstates,whereasif theorderis (incorrectly)assumedto

be one,the numberof reachedstatesbecomes48. Moreover, the error in predictingthe

steady-stateprobability can be as high as 513% for the first-order model. Generally

speaking,a lower ordermodelcoversall thestatesfrom theoriginal one,but it mayalso

introduceasignificantnumberof extrastatesand,furthermore,thequalityof theresultsin

estimating the steady-state probabilities is seriously impaired.

Table 5.2. First-order vs. the second-order model
using the KMS alg.

Second-order First-order

Circuit PIs/FFs #(x,s) #s #(x,s) #s MAX% MEAN%

bbara 4/4 28 3 86 10 49.40 35.91

bbtas 2/3 18 6 20 6 55.70 24.28

dk17 2/3 6 2 18 7 37.48 29.96

donfile 2/5 9 5 14 6 52.70 26.76

ex1 9/5 769 11 1596 11 50.00 18.03

planet 7/6 192 34 3527 48 513.79 67.14

sand 11/5 977 32 17169 32 103.57 24.49

s1196 14/18 1536 329 1918 342 133.71 4.17

s1238 14/18 1538 330 1919 343 134.82 4.21

s1494 8/6 384 6 1372 40 28.69 8.92

s526 3/21 17 9 12155 4137 97.17 43.03

s820 18/5 680 8 3056 24 24.78 10.78

Table5.3.Theimpactof theorder
of the input sequence

Total power (µW@20MHz)

Circuit Second order First order

bbara 747.38 786.53

bbtas 337.75 345.78

dk17 1439.71 1313.78

donfile 3020.55 2943.15

ex1 3165.66 3082.86

planet 8550.92 6429.16

sand 7883.13 8162.71

s1196 7027.45 7074.17

s1238 7755.56 7648.88

s1494 5367.42 5082.92

s526 1292.74 1342.12

s820 4362.78 4275.08
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Sincethe valuesof theseprobabilitiesstronglyaffect the total power values,we also

show theimpactof theseresultsonprobabilisticpowerestimationtechniques.Knowledge

of the steady-stateprobability distribution for inputs and statesand the conditional

probabilitiesfrom matrix QXS, allow us to reducethe problemof power estimationfor

sequentialcircuitsto theonefor combinationalcircuits;thereforetechniqueslike [36][53]

canbesuccessfullyapplied.We provide in Table5.3 a comparisonbetweenthevaluesof

powerestimatedwhentheorderof theinputsequenceswasconsideredarbitrarilyasbeing

onevs. thosedeterminedwhenthe actualorderhasbeentaken into account.As we can

see,underestimatingtheactualorderof theinput sequence,stronglyimpactstheaccuracy

of thevaluesof total power consumption;theerror introducedcanbeasmuchas25%for

circuit planet.

5.6  Summary

In this chapterwe investigatedfrom a probabilisticpoint of view theeffect of finite-order

statisticsof the input sequenceon FSMs behavior. In particular, the effect of temporal

correlationslonger that one clock-cycle was analyzedfor steady-stateand transition

probabilitiescalculations.Theresultspresentedin this chaptercanbeusedin low-power

design,synthesisandverificationandrepresentan importantsteptowardsunderstanding

the FSM behavior from a probabilistic point of view.
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Chapter 6   Conclusion and Future Direction

6

6

6
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6.1  Thesis summary

With the growing needfor low-power electroniccircuits andsystems,power estimation

andlow-power optimizationhave becomecrucial tasksthatmustbeaddressedin addition

to circuit area,speed,cost and reliability. It is expectedthat, in the forthcomingyears,

power issueswill receive increasingattentiondue to the widespreaduse of portable

applicationsand the desireto reducepackagingandcooling costsof high-endsystems.

Thus, there is a whole range of applicationsthat will benefit from techniquesand

mechanismsof reducing power consumption.This, however, requiresavailability of

proven methodologiesand techniquesfor power analysis and estimation. The present

thesis offers an answerfor the problem of accurately, yet efficiently, estimatingthe

averagepower consumptionin CMOS digital circuits. The techniquesdescribedin the

presentresearchcanbeappliedfor circuitsspecifiedatdifferentlevelsof abstraction,from

circuit/gate level to  RT/behavioral level.

In Chapter3 we proposeda novel techniquefor estimating the dynamic power

consumptionat circuit andgatelevel. More precisely,basedon theconceptof stochastic

sequentialmachine,we presentedaneffectivetechniquefor compactinga long sequence

of vectorsinto amuchshorterinputsequencesoasto reducethesimulationtimeby orders

of magnitude.The mathematicalfoundation of the approachrelies on probabilisitc

automatatheory basedon which a generalsynthesisprocedurefor SSM synthesiswas

presented.ThenewlysynthesizedSSMcanbeusedin astand-alonemodefor constrained

sequencegenerationor compaction,providingupto threeordersof magnitudecompaction

ratios without much loss in accuracy (6% on average).
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Chapter4 addressedtheproblemof estimatingpowerconsumptionat higherlevelsof

abstraction.For this purpose,we proposedtwo new information-theoreticmeasuresfor

estimatingthe averageswitchingactivity per module.Basedon the conceptsof entropy

andinformationalenergy,eachmoduleis characterizedin termsof its averageswitching

activity. The approachrequiresinformationaboutthe functionality of the moduleor (if

moredetailedinformation is available)aboutits structure(i.e., topology,distributionof

gatesper level etc.). Simple closed form expressionswere derived for the average

switchingactivity permodule,which canbefurtherusedin conjunctionwith capacitance

estimatesto deducetotalpowerconsumption.Becausetheapproachis notsimulative,it is

extremely fast, yet it producessufficiently accuratepower estimates(10% error on

average).

Finally, Chapter5 investigated,from a probabilisticpoint of view, theeffect of finite-

orderstatisticsof theinputstreamonthefinite-statemachine(FSM)behavior. As themain

theoreticalcontribution, we extendedthe previous work doneon steady-stateprobability

calculationin FSMsto handlehigh-ordercorrelationson theprimaryinputs.Formally, we

provedthatassumingtemporalindependenceor usingfirst-ordertemporalmodelsfor the

external input stream is insufficient and may induce significant inaccuracies.More

precisely, not only thesetof reachablestatesmaybe incorrectlydetermined,but alsothe

steady-stateprobabilities can be off by more than 100% from the correct ones. To

correctlysolve the problem,we proposedconstrainedreachabilityanalysisto extract the

exact setof reachbalestates,and then,basedon aggregation/disaggregation techniques,

the correct steady-state probabilities are found.
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The results presentedin this thesis representa significant step towards a better

understandingof the behavior of digital circuits from a probabilisticpoint of view. They

are applicableto not only power estimation,but also other areaswhere probabilistic

modeling is appropriate.

6.2  Future work

Following a natural trend, the interests of researchershave lately shifted to the

investigation of high-level power modeling, estimation, synthesisand optimization

techniques.However, the researchdonein behavioral andRT-level power exploration is

still in its infancy. As designsbecomelarger andmorecomplex, designreuse becomes

muchmoreprevalentandthis leadsto arequirementfor efficient,high-level powermodels

for complex macrocells(alsoreferredto asIP blocks).Thesemodelsmustbecapableof

being utilized at various abstractionlevels (since it will not be feasible to verify the

performanceof suchlarge designsat transistorlevel in a reasonableamountof time). A

startingpoint is presentedin Chapter4 wheretwo measureswereproposedto characterize

circuits at different levels of abstraction.

In addition to designingpower efficient hardware,applicationsoftware will also be

judgedin termsof power efficiency. Thus,anincreasein thelevel of abstractionat which

energy estimationor reductionshouldbe consideredis expected.More precisely, energy

measuresatsystemandsoftware(or algorithmic)levelsaredesiredandthey shouldbethe

main target of future CAD research.As a startingpoint, finding goodtheoreticalbounds
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for theswitchingactivity in finite-statemachinesspecifiedat high-levelsof abstractionis

of great interest [34].

With theincreasingusageof Digital SignalProcessor(DSP)andApplicationSpecific

Instruction Set Processor (ASIP) architectures, embedded systems have gained

importancein the designautomationcommunity. Most of the work donein the areaof

code generationfor embeddedsystemshas mainly targeted code size and timing

constraints.This is becausethe classicaltechniquesfor codeoptimizationhave not been

ableto generatecodethat efficiently usesthe featuresof DSPor ASIP architecturesand

thus,mostof the researchhasbeendoneto overcomethis shortcoming.However, very

little hasbeendone in codegenerationthat usespower or energy as a supplementary

constraintfor optimization.In conjunctionwith findingnew energy metricsat thesoftware

level, future researchshouldconcentrateon using thesetype of metricsto intelligently

generate and/or optimize code for low power in embedded systems.
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